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ABSTRACT 
Pandamemtal muscle mechanics and basic physical 
principles are described and combined into a comprehensive 
functional model of the left ventricle which describes the 
entire cardiac cycle. It demonstrates quantitatively how 
cardiac function results from simple interactions between the 
fundamental muscle components functioning in one dimension 
within the three-dimensional framework of the ventricle. A 
small digital computer program calculates and graphically 
presents information such as force, element lengths, 
velocities of shortening, pressure, and flow. It can readily 
be expanded to compute additional functions such as cardiac 
performance indices. Simulation of the model demonstrates 
complex internal and external relationships which cannot be 
measured directly. The interactions can be quantified, 
timed, and placed into appropriate perspective within the 
limits of the model. The model can be used to study proposed 
cardiac performance indices and define their limitations, 
interferences, and exceptions. 
A model of a linear strip of cardiac muscle is developed 
based on the Maxwell version of the Hill model for skeletal 
muscle. Depolarization is assumed to spread linearly through 
the strip and initiate activation. The activation submodel 
incorporates release of calcium ions from the sarcoplasmic 
reticulum, diffusion, and first-order uptake at the 
V 
myofilament sites. Repolarization and deactivation are also 
modeled. The force-length relation submodel is based on a 
simplified form of the sliding filament theory and is 
expanded to account for inhomogeneities vithic the cell. The 
force-velocity relation for shortening follows the model of 
Hill. This relation is also applied to lengthening in a 
special manner leading to a new speculative model for muscle 
relaxation. The series and parallel elements have 
exponential length-force characteristics. 
k model of the left ventricle is developed which uses 
the model of the linear strip as the force-generating system. 
This left ventricular model is thin-walled and generalized 
to be independent of shape. The model includes an elastic 
mitral valve which has exponential characteristics. The 
aortic valve is resistive and similarly elastic. The 
ventricle is coupled to a model systemic arterial load of 
lumped inertive, capacitive, and resistive components. 
The derivation and validity of the major components are 
discussed. 
1 
IVTBOOOCTIOH 
During the past two decades there has been considerable 
progress made towards uaderstanding and treating cardiac 
diseases. Host progress has occurred in controlling abnormal 
cardiac rhythms. Hany persons who would have died from 
rhythm disturbances now survive. Hany of these persons, 
along with others, eventually develop other cardiac problems, 
i leading cause of mortality and morbidity in this group is 
failure of the heart to generate sufficient pressure to be 
fully effective as a pump. "Pump failure" is a complex 
problem involving both the function of the heart muscle 
itself and the dynamic mechanical operation of the heart as a 
whole. The increasing number of persons living to develop 
pump failure demonstrates the need for additional research 
upon the mechanical function of heart muscle and the heart. 
Perhaps the most significant of early observations about 
the mechanical operation of the heart was most popularly 
described by Starling and became kmown as Starling's law of 
the heart. Starling's law states that cardiac output is a 
function of the venous pressure filling the heart, hs venous 
pressure is increased, there is increased filling of the 
ventricle which results in a more fotceful contractiom of the 
ventricle and increased cardiac output (33). 
Although Starling's law describes an important 
operational characteristic of the heart, an integrated 
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accounting of all the interacting factors which contribute to 
Starling's law in the working ventricle has never been made. 
In the following dissertation the most significant of these 
factors are defined and then interrelated with other 
cardiovascular factors to present a comprehensive model for 
studying left ventricular cardiac function under a large 
variety of conditions. It illustrates quantitatively how 
cardiac function results from simple simultaneous 
interactions of fundamental muscle mechanics and basic 
mechanical principles. This dissertation documents an 
attempt to close the gap between fundamental muscle mechanics 
and clinical cardiovascular physiology. 
Dynamic simulations are useful to study cardiac muscle 
and whole heart, because simulations can predict complex 
internal and external interactions not directly measurable. 
These interactions can be quantified, timed, and placed in 
appropriate perspective within the limits of the model. 
Simulation provides a means for testing hypotheses and 
designing new experiments. It offers ideal control in that 
one or more parameters can be varied with ease and the result 
noted while all other variables are held constant. 
Simulation is helpful in analyzing postulated causes of 
clinical dysfunctions. Simulations can suggest new indices, 
evaluate existing indices, and importantly, define 
limitations, interferences, and exceptions. 
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Important features of fundamencai muscle mechanics and 
basic physical principles are characterized and then combined 
into two comprehensive completely functioning models. The 
first model represents a simple linear strip of cardiac 
muscle; the second model represents the left ventricle with 
the aorta and includes the first model. The second model is 
sufficiently detailed to describe the entire cardiac cycle. 
A small digital computer program computes the values of the 
variables in the models and presents numerical and graphic 
displays of derived information such as forces, pressures, 
volumes, flows, and rates. Several programs used in the 
models are presented in the appendices because of their 
potential usefulness to other investigators. They are 
written in internationally known FOBTBAN. Each is 
constructed of component sections which can be exchanged 
readily. 
Mathematical notation used in the main development of 
this dissertation is consistent with computer symbology. 
words are used as symbols, an asterisk indicates 
multiplication, double asterisks indicate a power, expO is 
an exponential, and ln() is a natural logarithm. A list of 
symbols is given in Appendix A. 
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REVIEW 
Most of the fundamental mechanics of cardiac muscle 
contraction are similar to the fundamental mechanics first 
described for skeletal muscle. It is generally known that 
skeletal muscle produces maximal tension at a certain optimal 
length, one which typically coincides with the natural length 
of the muscle in its stretched configuration in the intact 
animal. At shorter lengths, the muscle develops 
progressively less tension and at lengths less than about 30% 
shorter than the optimal length, it develops no force. The 
relationship describing force as a function of length, with 
all other factors being constant, is known as the 
At lengths near the optimum length, muscle exhibits a 
small passive elastic tension at all times. This tension 
increases with stretching and becomes quite large at lengths 
longer than the optimal length. At lengths extending greater 
than the optimum length, active contactile force decreases 
but the passive elastic tension increases. Total tension is 
the sum of the active tension and the passive elastic 
tension. For graphs indicating the magnitude of active and 
passive forces as a function of length in cardiac and 
skeletal muscle, see references (24) and (42). 
Another basic mechanism of muscle was described 
mathematically by A. V. Bill in 1938 (20). The velocity of 
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shortening of a muscle under heavy load is not as rapid as 
that same muscle under a light load. Stated conversely, a 
muscle which is shortening with a rapid velocity cannot 
generate as much force as it can at a slower velocity. This 
relationship between force and velocity is known as the 
force-velocitv relation. While examining the energetics of 
muscle. Hill characterized this inverse (actually hyperbolic) 
relation between force and velocity of shortening. 
Cardiac muscle received less early attention than did 
skeletal muscle and was typically classified separately 
because of its unigue electrical properties and syncytial 
morphology. As anatomists pursued the subcellular structures 
of cardiac and skeletal muscle to determine the actual 
mechanisms of contraction, it became increasingly apparent 
that the contractile machinery of cardiac and skeletal muscle 
were very similar. With the advent of the electron 
microscope, earlier studies were put into perspective with 
new information and a picture of the contractile machinery 
evolved. 
The fundamental contractile unit is the sarcomere. 
Sarcomeres are connected end-to-end to form long fibrils. 
The fibrils are grouped into bundles and constitute the 
contactile machinery of the muscle cell. The basic 
contactile structures within the sarcomere are the 
myofilaments. There are two kinds of myofilaments; commonly 
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called thick and thin. The thin myofilaments ace composed of 
several proteins, chiefly actin with some troponin and 
tropomysin; the thick myofilaments are composed of the 
protein myosin. There are perhaps hundreds of myofilaments 
of both kinds in each sarcomere. The thin filaments are 
attached to the z-disc at the ends of the sarcomere and the 
thick filaments are in some manner suspended in the center of 
the sarcomere and attached to each other at their centers by 
an open framework, the m-line structure. The actin 
myofilaments interdigitate with the myosin myofilaments. The 
thick myofilaments have numerous radial projections spaced 
over most of their surfaces except for their central 
portions. These projections are the enlarged ends (heads) of 
the myosin molecules. Force is generated by these 
projections when a chemical site on a projection reacts with 
a chemical site on an actin filament, forming a crossbridge 
between a myosin and an actin filament. This force pulls the 
myofilaments axially so the actin myofilaments interdigitate 
more with the myosin myofilaments, shortening the sarcomere 
(and ultimately the muscle). As the sarcomere shortens, each 
crossbridge releases from the site pulled closer and then 
attaches to a more distant site, pulling the more distant 
site closer. This process repeats many times as the muscle 
shortens. This concept of filament interaction is known as 
the sliding filament theory. 
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It is believed that in the rest state the sites on the 
myosin projections are prevented from reacting with the sites 
on the actin because of a repressive action of the 
tropomyosin. "Activation" of the sites occurs when this 
repression is removed by a reaction of calcium ions with the 
troponin-tropomyosin complex (10). This reaction occurs 
because of an increase in the intracellular concentration of 
free calcium ions released by the depolarization of the cell 
membranes. 
The source of calcium ions and the nature of the release 
mechanism are not fully understood. Muscle cells are 
internally laced with membranous structures, principally the 
"T-tubular system" and the sarcoplasmic reticulum. The 
T-tubules are narrow, lengthy invaginations of the the cell 
membrane which penetrate deeply into the cell. The 
sarcoplasmic reticulum is a network of irregularly shaped 
compartments and vesicles which are located along and between 
the fibrils (42). The T-tubules abut the sarcoplasmic 
reticulum but their respective lumens do not appear to be 
openly continuous with each other. Calcium ions are believed 
to be stored on or in the sarcoplasmic reticulum. Initiation 
of contraction occurs after depolarization of the cell 
membrane is conducted deep into the cell by the T-tubules 
where depolarization of the intracellular membranes triggers 
the sarcoplasmic reticulum to release calcium ions. The 
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calcium ions then diffuse among the filaments and enter into 
chemical reactions which remove the inhibition to the 
myofilament sites, permitting crossbridges to form between 
the thick and thin filaments, thus generating force. 
It is instructive to digress and note that the release 
and uptake of calcium ions has been demonstrated clearly in 
the giant muscle cells of the barnacle, Balanus py&&l*p (2). 
These muscle cells are so large that an individual cell can 
be studied. Calcium ion concentration in the cell is 
instantaneously monitored by use of the bioluminescent 
indicator, aeguorin. Aeguorin, a chemical extracted from 
bioluminescent marine animals, fluoresces in the presence of 
calcium ions. Muscle cells previously impregnated with 
aeguorin emit light in proportion to internal calcium 
concentration. The light is measured by a photomultiplier 
system and its magnitude displayed electronically. 
The function of calcium in cardiac muscle cells cannot 
be demonstrated as easily as in barnacle muscle cells, but 
the function is assumed to be similar because the anatomic 
structures associated with calcium and the physiologic 
responses to calcium are similar. Calcium conductance in 
cardiac muscle has been theorized to rise rapidly upon 
depolarization, gradually decay, and then fall sharply upon 
repolarization (4). It appears that the amount of calcium 
normally released is less than the capacity of available 
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myofilament sites, because contractions can be potentiated 
with extra calcium (37). 
The sliding filament theory has provided a logical basis 
for explaining the force-length relation. A most interesting 
description vas presented in 1966 by Gordon, Huxley, and 
Julian (1U). They carefully measured the force-length 
relation of tetanized frog sartorius muscle and correlated it 
with sarcomere length. Then utilizing measurements of the 
myofilaments and sarcomere structures, they demonstrated how 
the force-length relation could be correlated with simple 
mechanical interrelations of the myofilaments. More recent 
and refined measurements support the bulk of their theory. 
The millions of sarcomeres must have been highly 
synchronized in both time and length to have exhibited the 
abrupt changes in slope of the force-length relation graph 
reported by Gordon, Huxley, and Julian. Similar experiments 
with cardiac muscle have produced less definitive results. 
Cardiac muscle is less regular in structure than skeletal 
muscle, and abrupt changes of force-length relationships at 
the myofilament level, if present, may be obscured. It is 
clear from graphs and data in the literature, however, that 
cardiac muscle force-length relation graphs drawn with data 
from cat papillary muscle or rat ventricular muscle 
experiments do not have the "plateau" at the top of the 
force-length relation graphs as reported for frog sartorius 
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muscle. Secondly, the fractional length of shortening is 
fregaently found to be less in cat papillary muscle and rat 
ventricular muscle than in frog sartorius muscle (40). 
Gordon, Huxley, and Julian report frog sartorius muscle 
shortening by 40% from the length-at-maximal-force. The 
reader may compare graphs and data in references 15, 35, 40, 
and 41. 
The force-length relation also has been attributed in 
part to variations in the level of activation as a function 
of length. A decrease in activation at short lengths has 
been demonstrated veil in skeletal muscle (36). Force-length 
relation graphs prepared from single twitches exhibit 
proportionally less force at short lengths than do graphs 
prepared from tetanic contractions (24). Also, interventions 
which potentiate activation have their greatest effect at 
short lengths (37). Studies with the giant barnacle muscle 
cells clearly show reduced calcium release at shorter lengths 
(36). The significance of this phenomena in cardiac muscle 
has not been determined. 
The force-velocity relation during shortening can be 
explained by the sliding filament theory. A short but finite 
time is required for a crossbridge to attach to a site on the 
actin myofilament, chemically react, develop force, and then 
separate and repeat this process again at another actin site. 
When the muscle is shortening slowly, there is sufficient 
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time foc a large number of crossbcidges to attach and react, 
but when the muscle is shoctening rapidly, fever crossbridges 
have time to complete this process, so less total force is 
produced. 
Force-velocity processes occurring during relaxation 
have recieved little attention. Host studies of the 
force-velocity relation daring lengthening concern 
stretching of tetanized whole muscle and offer little 
information applicable to lengthening daring relaxation. 
Chaplin (9) has shown that isovelocity lengthening applied 
late in single-twitch contractions of frog sartorias 
decreases contractile force and that force is inversely 
related to the velocity of lengthening. On the whole, 
relaxation processes are subject for considerable 
speculation. (A new hypothesis is offered in this 
dissertation to permit completion of the entire 
contraction-relaxation process.) 
The understanding of muscle mechanics has been aided by 
the use of simulations formulated from models. Hill in 1938 
(20) envisioned muscle to consist of contractile elements in 
series with elastic elements. These are represented in the 
model shown in Figure la. The contractile element (CE) 
represents the active force generating mechanism, now known 
to be the crossbridges and filaments. The series elastic 
element (SE) collectively represents those structures which 
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stretch under the tension of the contractile element force. 
As the contractile element contracts, it stretches the 
elastic element until the developing tension lifts the load. 
The force-velocity relation is considered a property of the 
contractile element. This simple model was expanded to 
include a parallel elastic element (PE) to represent resting 
tension. The expanded models appeared chiefly in two basic 
forms; the Maxwell model and the Voigt model. See Figure lb 
and 1c. 
Figure 1. Hodel representation of component elements within 
a strip of muscle. a. Earliest Hill model, b, Maxwell 
model, c, Voigt model. 
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In 1939 Katz (26) extended Hill's concept to describe 
mathematically the force development and velocity of the 
contractile element. Katz coupled Hill's force-velocity 
relation with Hooke's lav and calculated isometric force as a 
function of time. He assumed that the active state developed 
instantly, that force did not vary with CE length, and that 
elastic lengthening of the series element vas directly 
proportional to force. Katz recognized that passive rest 
tension existed but did not include it in the calculations. 
He correctly attributed departures from experimental data to 
be partly due to a delay in activation and to a non-linear 
characteristic of the elastic element, noting that SE 
extensibility probably decreases with increasing force. 
Sandow in 1958 (38) utilized the same approach as Katz 
but assumed that the active state rises exponentially to 
approach the maximum value asymptotically. Secondly, the 
elastic nature of the series element was assumed to be 
exponential. 
By the middle of the 1960's, calcium had become 
recognized as the activating agent. Sandow, Taylor, and 
Preiser (39) postulated that the rate of calcium release is 
proportional to the the integral of the membrane potential, 
within specific limits. C. P. S. Taylor (45) expanded this 
concept by postulating simple chemical kinetics for the 
released calcium and by postulating that a "pump" operated to 
n 
remove free calcium after repolarization. An analog computer 
was used to calculate the associated contraction model. Like 
those of Katz and Sandow, Taylor's contraction model was 
restricted to the isometric case. 
Mathematical models also have been developed based upon 
the interactions of the crossbridges, as initially described 
by Huxley in 1957 (23), and upon thermodynamic concepts (6). 
Models developed along these lines are too abstract and lack 
the visualization desired in this dissertation. 
Relatively few models have been developed for cardiac 
muscle. These are similar to those representing skeletal 
muscle except that the time scale for activation is much 
longer. The model presented by Grood, Hates, and Falsetti in 
197a (17) employed a piecewise set of eguations to describe 
the active state. In their model the active state raised 
quickly and asymptotically approached maximum active level, 
remained at that level for a considerable time, and then 
decayed in two additional steps. Their model for resting 
tension included a parallel elastic component with 
exponential characteristics, plus a small tension attributed 
to a low level of activation believed to occur at rest (5). 
Only 1 few simulations of heart function based upon 
fundamental muscle mechanics have been reported (5, 16, 18, 
46). The model of Wong (46) is developed to account for the 
distributions of forces within a thick-walled ventricular 
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model bat considers only isovolamic contraction. The model 
by Hanna in 1973 (18), has produced results closely 
resembling physiologic pressure waveforms. In Hanna*s model, 
the ventricle vas represented as a thick-walled sphere which 
was subdivided into ten concentric shells. Model responses 
were calculated for each shell and summed to represent the 
total ventricular response. The model of the contractile 
elements followed the model of Bornhorst and Minardi (6), 
which is derived from thermodynamic considerations, as well 
as upon the well known force-length relation of Gordon, 
Huxley, and Julian and the force-velocity relation of Hill. 
The parallel element in the model was represented by two 
linear functions. The first function, which had the lesser 
slope, represented the parallel element at short lengths, and 
the second function represented the parallel element at 
longer lengths. The series element operated linearly with 
parallel viscous damping. Activation (stimulation factor) 
was described by a piecewise linear representation which 
raised linearly to full value, remained constant for a given 
time, and then decreased linearly to zero. Although linear 
components were assumed, the results obtained agreed well 
with physiologic observations. 
A simulation of heart function must include a suitable 
simulated arterial load into which the ventricle works. A 
number of analogs of the aortic tree have been reported (31), 
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but most ace too complex and are composed of too man; 
segments to process economically with a digital computer. 
Hanna utilized a model patterned after Snyder (43). 
Time-delayed closing of the aortic valve was utilized to 
permit some backflov at end-systole. 
A simulation model may also be used in reverse to study 
heart function. Do*nie, Berry, Lucas, Coulter, and iilcox 
(13) have taken experimental instantaneous flow data and 
employed them as input data to a model ventricle to generate 
ventricular pressure. Adjustments in the various model 
parameters «ere then made in order to match computed pressure 
with measured pressure. They employed Grood*s modificaton of 
the Hill equation with a ventricular model similar to 
Hanna's. This approach has also been recently reported in 
abstract farm for a second model by Hanna (19). This 
ventricular model is a truncated, thick-walled ellipsoid of 
revolution which accounts for fiber orientation. It is 
presumably similar to the ten-shelled anatomical ventricular 
model of Streeter and Hanna (44). Banna's newest model 
contains exponentially elastic components. The shells do not 
appear to be activated separately, and the force-length 
relation is not specified. 
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AN OVEBVIEH OF INIEBBELATIONS BETWEEN CABDI&C FIBEBS, 
THE HEABT, AND THE SYSTEMIC ABTEBIAL LOAD 
punp failure primarily involves the left ventricle, so 
the following dissertation concerns only the left ventricle 
and the systemic circulation. The volume of the human 
ventricular chamber is typically about ISO ml at end-diastole 
and 75 ml at end-systole. Under normal conditions, filling 
depends upon the balance between left atrial pressure, which 
forces blood into the ventricle, and ventricular compliance, 
which opposes filling. In a healthy ventricle, contraction 
ejects blood until the normal end-systolic volume is attained 
for the given conditions. Thus stroke volume is determined 
primarily by the extent of diastolic filling. 
The cardiac cycle is initiated in the normal left 
ventricle by a depolarization impulse from the atria, which 
is transmitted rapidly along the endocardial surface by the 
Purkinjie network. Depolarization then spreads through the 
ventricular wall from endocardium to epicardium. The 
depolarization of the individual muscle cells initiates 
activation and contraction processes within the cells. The 
spread of depolarization is sufficiently rapid, compared to 
the duration of contraction, that contraction of the whole 
ventricle occurs with synchrony. 
Pressure is generated within the ventricle by the 
contracting muscle fibers comprising the ventricular walls. 
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This pressure ejects blood into the aorta at a flow rate 
determined by the instantaneous ventricular pressure and the 
characteristics controlling the aortic response. As blood is 
ejected, the volume of the ventricle decreases and there is a 
corresponding shortening of the fibers in the wall. The rate 
of ejection and the geometry of the ventricle determine the 
velocity of fiber shortening. The length and velocity of 
Shortening of the fibers are important determinants of fiber 
force and, with the geometry, the ventricular pressure. Thus 
a continuous eguilibrium exists between 1) the mechanisms 
tending to increase ventricular pressure, which increases 
flow, and 2) the increasing flow, which by increasing the 
fiber velocity tends to reduce ventricular pressure. The 
dynamic characteristics and status of the ventricle and aorta 
continuously change, ever moving the point of eguilibrium; 
altering the ventricular pressure. Thus the operation of the 
ventricle is determined by the continuous change in the 
conditions defining the point of eguilibrium. The associated 
processes are easily studied with simulations. 
The simulation model of the left ventricle is developed 
by 1) describing the functional characteristics and 
interrelations of the components within a linear strip of 
cardiac muscle, 2) using that strip to represent a strip of 
muscle within the wall of a three dimensional model 
ventricle, 3) coupling the ventricle to a model aorta, and 
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4) interacting these components in a set of time advancing 
iterations. The development of the simulation of the linear 
strip of cardiac muscle and the simulation of the left 
ventricle with the arterial load is achieved in the next two 
sections of this dissertation. To avoid discontinuities in 
logic, components which require lengthy development are first 
presented in abbreviated form, with the complete development 
deferred to later sections. Page references to subsequent 
derivations and discussions are given. 
The primary focus of this paper is to study the heart 
during the contraction phase. Considerable emphasis is 
placed upon accurate representation of the cardiac cycle 
through mid-systole. The relaxation phase at the end of 
systole, while of less interest, is included to complete the 
cycle. Less is known about the relaxation process; what is 
shown is presented as a working hypothesis. 
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SIHOLATION OF A LINEAB STÂIP OF CARDIAC HOSCLE 
A linear strip of cardiac muscle consists of millions of 
contractile and elastic components. Throughout rest and most 
of contraction the components are assumed to function 
synchronously and are represented in the muscle as a whole by 
the three basic elements of the familiar model in Figure lb. 
(Other basic models may be used equally well.) During rest, 
tension is produced by stretch of the parallel element (PE). 
Opon activation of the contractile element (CE), total 
tension is the sum of tensions in the PE and CE. The CE 
tension is applied through the series element (SE). Thus 
F = FSE • FPE (FSE = FCE), (1) 
where F is the total force and FSE, FCE, and FPE are 
the forces of the SE, CE, and PE, respectively. 
The strip of heart muscle consists of series and 
parallel combinations of small muscle structures. These 
structures, in turn, consist of smaller structures in series 
and parallel combinations. This structural pattern 
repetitively applies to smaller and smaller structures until 
the subsarcomere level is reached. Thus the model of Figure 
lb is applicable at many levels. Frequently, there are 
principles or processes which can apply to several or all 
levels. In this general case, the series- and 
parallel-connected structures are simply described as a 
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"contractile-elastic unit" and represented by the model of 
Figure lb. In some instances, there are processes which do 
not occur uniformly throughout the muscle. In these cases 
many units, each representing a very small portion of cardiac 
muscle, are connected together for analysis. Thus the effect 
produced on the overall muscle by variations at the lover 
levels of the muscle can be determined. For example, time 
and length variations can be distributed in an array of units 
so the overall effects of these variations can be determined. 
Force, length, and other parameters are normalized for 
each unit relevant to the values which would exist for that 
unit if the muscle was uniformly contracting with maximal 
force at the optimal length. Thus forces have numerical 
values which are fractions of the maximal force, and lengths 
have numerical values which are fractions of the optimal unit 
length. Velocity is expressed in optimal-unit-lengths per 
second. Because normalization is applied at all levels, the 
same symbols and numerical values are used regardless of the 
level at which the model is applied. 
Force Development within the Contractile Element 
Force in the CE model is determined by 1) the degree of 
activation, 2) the force-length relation, 3) the 
force-velocity relation, 4) the springiness of the SE, and 
5) the position and movement of the load. 
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At the cellular level, force is generated in muscle 
cells by force-generating sites between the thick and thin 
myofilaments. Depolarization of the membrane structures 
releases calcium ions which activate the sites. Deactivation 
is considered separately in a later section. 
In the model, to quantitate the activated sites, the 
normalized cellular activation fraction (SCA) is defined 
herein as that fraction relating the number of sites which 
are activated to the number of sites which would be activated 
if all the myofilaments were contracting with sustained 
maximal force. (This definition of the activation fraction 
should not be confused with the "active state", variously 
defined by other authors.) This function is derived on pages 
72-78 and is of the form: 
where K1 = 1. 188226/TCA 
K2 = 6.925491/TCA 
TCA = approximate "time constant" of cellular 
activation, and 
T = time. 
In the examples computed later in this dissertation, TCA = 
0.050 second. Activation is nearly complete (SCA = 1) before 
exp(K1»T} 
1 - /^2 
exp {K2»T} 
1 • -fTn 
(2) 
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cellular repolarization occurs. 
obtained from the cellular function. Because depolarization 
is not coincident in time between cells, the activation 
function for whole muscle additionally reflects the time 
spread of depolarization. In the model, the fraction of 
cells which are depolarized is assumed to increase linearly 
with time from zero to a normalized value of one during the 
interval from the onset of depolarization (T=0) to the 
completion of depolarization (T=T1) of the whole muscle. It 
remains at one until the onset of repolarization. It then 
decreases linearly to zero during the interval from the onset 
of repolarization (T=T2) to the completion of repolarization 
(T=T3). See Figure 2. . The activation function for whole 
muscle is obtained by integration (time convolution) and 
normalization of the cellular activation function. 
For 0<T<T1, SA = |sCA»dt, and (3a) 
-'O 
for T>T1, SA = pCA»dt. (3b) 
JT-T1 
In the examples shown, for the linear strip of muscle, T1 = 
0.0 20 second; for the heart, T1 = 0.060 second. The cellular 
activation function and the activation function for whole 
muscle are illustrated by the ascending portions of the 
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sample activation-deactivation curve shown in Figure 2 as 
calulated by the computer program in Appendix B. 
aeas&izaiisa 
Deactivation is modeled by assuming that cellular 
repolarization initiates a cellular deactivating mechanism 
which increases in its intensity of operation with time, 
asymptotically approaching a constant level. The rate of 
deactivation is assumed proportional to the operational 
intensity of this mechanism and to the number of active units 
remaining for deactivation. This process is described by the 
equation 
T - T2 - TCD • TCD»exp{-(T-T2)/TCD) 
SCO = exp{ } (4) 
-TCD1 
where SCO is the cellular deactivation function. TCD 
is the time constant of the rising deactivating factor and 
TCD1 is the time constant established by the reaction rate of 
the mechanism on the remaining active units. This is 
discussed farther on page 78. 
obtained by time convolution and normalization of the 
cellular deactivation function (SCD). The fraction of cells 
which are depolarized is assumed to decrease linearly from 
one to zero during the time interval from T2 to T3. 
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J»T-T2 SCD$at, and (5a) 0 
^T-T2 
for T>T3, SD = jSCD»at. (5b) 
/T-T3 
Relative cellular deactivation and relative «hole muscle 
deactivation are illustrated by the descending portions of 
the sample activation-deactivation curve shown in Figure 2 as 
calculated by the computer program in Appendix 6. Because 
the time between depolarization and repolarization varies 
with cell location, activation and deactivation are computed 
separately and then combined to obtain the overall fraction 
of sites which are activated. Actual curves shown are the 
cellular activated fraction (SC), 
SC = SCk*SCD, (6) 
and the whole muscle activated fraction (S), 
S = SA*SD, (7) 
which indicate the overall fraction of sites activated. In 
the examples shown, TCD = 0.300 second, TCD1 = 0.100 second, 
T2 = 0.220 second, and T3 = 0.320 second. 
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Figure 2. Two examples illustrating the fraction of sites 
activated as a fonction of time. 
The cellular example illustrates the fraction of sites 
which are activated within a single cell depolarizing 
instantly at 0.000 second and repolarizing instantly at 
0.220 second. 
In whole muscle the cells do not depolarize or 
repolarize in unison. In this example the fraction of 
cells which are depolarized increases linearly from zero to 
one during the time from 0.000 to 0*060 second, remains at 
one until 0.220 second, and then decreases linearly to zero 
at 0.320 second. The graph illustrates the overall 
fraction of sites which are activated as a result of this 
sequence. (The fraction of cells depolarized is shown at 
0.1 vertical scale to indicate timing.) 
Force-length relation 
The force-length relation states that the ability of a 
muscle to generate active force decreases as its length 
decreases or increases from its optimal length, the 
length-at-maximal-force (LH)• In the model this relation is 
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attributed to the CE. The CE has a corresponding 
CE*length-at-maximal-force (LCEH). The force-length 
relation describes as a function of length the fraction of 
sites which are in position to generate force, relevant to 
the number of sites in position when the muscle is at its LH« 
This fraction is assumed proportional to the degree of 
overlap of the myofilaments and has a value of one when the 
CE length is at LCEH. 
The force-length relation is derived by first 
considering a set of just a few overlapping myofilaments. 
This set is assumed to have a force-length relation and an 
optimal length, the length-at-maximal-force (LLH), as shown 
in Figure 3a. When the length of the myofilament set 
decreases or increases from the leagth-at-maximal-force, the 
ability of the set to produce force decreases (fraction of 
sites in position decreases). The shortest length to which 
the myofilament set can contract is obtained with no load and 
is thus herein defined as the contracted-length-at-zero-force 
(LLC)• The length beyond LLH to which the myofilament set 
must be extended to reduce active force to zero is herein 
defined as the extended-length-at-zero-force (LLE). The 
total length over which force can be produced is from the 
contracted-length-at-zero-force (LLC) to the 
extended-length-at-zero-force (LLE). These lengths are 
standardized in relation to LLH such that 
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LLC = (1-D)$LLM, and (8) 
LLE = (1+D)*LLM (9) 
where D is defined herein as the range of 
contraction* In subsequent examples used throughout this 
dissertation, D = 0.20. 
Figure 3a. Example of a normalized force-length relation 
for the CE of the model for a single myofilament set. 
The force-length relation of the CE is an integration of 
the individual force-length relations of the millions of 
myofilament sets comprising the CE. Since the degrees of 
overlap of the myofilaments sets vary slightly from each 
other due to morphological inhomogeneities, the integrated 
relation (SFL) deviates in a complicated manner from that of 
a SINGLE RELATION 
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a single myofilament set. In the model the force-length 
relations of the many filament sets are assumed to be 
normally distributed (statistically) in position around their 
mean position (LLH) with a standard deviation of % The 
length relationships of the myofilaments, when integrated and 
normalized to LLH, describe the length relationship of the CE 
when the CE is normalized to LCEH. Thus in the normalized 
model, LLH is numerically equal to LCEH. The force-length 
relations of the filament sets are numerically integrated. 
They are represented in the model by several representative 
relations equally spaced and centered about the mean position 
(LCEH). See Figure 3b, The example equations demonstrate 
the computation method. They correspond to five 
representative relations spaced one standard deviation apart. 
The length corresponding to the peak of each representative 
relation (LCEHD) is given by 
LCEHD(k) = LCEH • (k-3)*Cr, (10) 
where k is the number specifying a given relation. 
The force-length relation (Y(k)) for a given relation (k) at 
any given length (LCE) is; 
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if LCE<LCEMD(k), 
ï(k) = LCEM - [ LCEMD(k)-LCE]/C»LCEHD(k) , (11a) 
if LCE>LCEMD(k), 
Y(k) = LCEM - [LCE-LCEBD(k) ]/D»LCEHD{k) , (lib) 
or Y(k) is zero if LCE is outside the range of the given 
representative relation. The integrated force-length 
relation (SFL) at any given length is the sum of the 
individual values of the representative force-length 
relations at the given length, each weighted according to the 
population fraction it represents. The numerical integration 
is: 
SPL = O.Oa»Yl +0.24*Y2 +0.40*Y3 +0.24$Y4 +0.04*Y5 
(12) 
and is shown as the heavy line in Figure 3b. 
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Figure 3b. Example illustrating the numerical integration 
method for obtaining the approximation to the integrated 
force-length relation. 
Five individual representative force-length relations 
representing the filament sets are spaced one standard 
deviation apart and have population fractions (weights) of 
A, 0.04; B, 0.24; C, 0.40; D, 0.24; and E, 0.04. The value 
of the integrated curve at any given length is obtained by 
calculating the values of the individual relations at that 
length, weighting each value according to the population 
fraction of its relation, and summing the weighted values. 
The force-length relation has its peak value (SFLP) when 
ICE = LCEH. The integrated force-length relation is 
normalized to a peak value of one for use in the model; 
SFLN = SFL/SFLP, (13) 
where SFLN is the normalized force-length relation. 
An example of the relation is shown in Figure 4 as computed 
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by the computer program in Appendix C. In the program, 
thirty-nine representative relations with a spacing of 0.2 
are used to achieve greater accuracy. In the example^D = 
0.20 and 0*= O.C75»LCEM. 
FORCE-LENGTH CURVE 
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Figure 4. Model representation of the normalized force 
length relation for a linear strip of cardiac muscle. 
The model represents the integration of the individual 
relations of millions of myofilament sets, each with a 
range of D = 0.20. Note that the force-length relation for 
the muscle strip is broader than the force-length relation 
for a myofilament set. 
l2I£ê-Sâ£âblUties 
Force generated in the CE model under a static condition 
is proportional to the fraction of sites activated (SA) and 
the fraction in position (SFLN) to generate force. The 
maximum force capability of the CE (FCEH) develops when the 
activation fraction is maximum (S=1.0), the CE length is 
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optimum (SFLN=1,0), and the velocity is zero. 
The static CE force capability (FCES) at any degree of 
activation and any CE length is 
FCES = SA*SPLN*PCEM, (1U) 
where FCEH is the maximum CE force capability. In 
subsequent models used in this dissertation, FCEH = 1.0. 
Pofçg-vgiçcÀty relation 
The force-velocity relation states that the force 
produced when the muscle is shortening is less than the 
static force capable with all other conditions the same, and 
that the force is inversely related to the velocity of 
shortening. The general equation of the relation (from Hill, 
reference 20) is 
(PCE+ACE)*(OCE*BCE) = BCE» (FCES+iCE) , (15) 
where FCE is the CE force, 
FCES is the CE static force capability, 
OCE is the CE velocity, 
ACE is the force offset, and 
BCE is the velocity offset. 
The force offset is obtained from a standard force offset 
(ACBO) which is normalized to a static force of one. For 
other static forces. 
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ACE = ACEO»PCES. (16) 
The velocity offset is obtained from a standard velocity 
offset (BCEO) which is normalized to a CE-length-at 
maximal-force equal to one. For other 
CE-lengths-at-maximal-force, 
BCE = BCEO*LCEM. (17) 
In subsequent models demonstrating the computation of the 
complete models, ACEO = 0.25 and BCEO = 1.0. 
The CE velocity as a function of CE force is obtained 
from equation 15 as 
OCE = BCE»(FCES-PCE)/(FCE*ACE). (18) 
This relation is not used when FCES is less than PCE 
(negative velocity). Lengthening is discussed on page 84. 
Force in the Series Element 
The series element stretches due to force from the CE. 
This elongation is standardized as a fraction of the 
length-at-maximal-force (LH) by noting the elongation when 
the CE force is maximum; 
LSEEH = KSEEM*LM, (19) 
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where LSEEH is the SE elongation at maximal CE force 
and KSEEH is a fractidn standardizing maximal elongation to 
LH for whole muscle. 
The series element is modeled as an exponential spring, 
FSE = K5*(exp[K6*LSEE) - 1), (20) 
where LSEE is the elongation of the SE, K5 is the 
amplitude constant for force, and K6 is the exponential slope 
constant. At a given exponential slope, 
K5 = PCEH/exp(K6«LSEEH}. (21) 
In the example models which follow later, KSEEH = 0.06, K5 = 
0.198, and K6 = 30.0. The source of these values is given on 
page 83. 
For convenience, the unstretched length of the SE is 
included in the CE. The length of the whole fiber (L) is 
L = LCE * LSEE. (22) 
Force in the Parallel Element 
The parallel element is modeled as an exponential 
spring: 
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FPE = K7»(exp {K8» (L-LPEO) ) - 1 ], (23) 
where L and LPEO are the stretched and unstretched 
lengths, respectively, K7 is the force amplitude constant, 
and K8 is the exponential slope constant. At a given 
exponential slope. 
where PPEH is the P£ force at LH. The unstretched 
length is 
where DPE is a fraction standardizing unstretched 
length to LH. 
kn example is shown in Figure 5 as calculated by the 
computer program in Appendix D. In the examples shown, DPE = 
0.2, FPEH = 0.2, K7 = 0.0129 and K8 = 14.0. The source of 
these values is given on page 89. 
It is important to emphasize that the parameters in this 
dissertation are defined in reference to the conditions which 
exist when the muscle is producing maximal actjve force, not . 
total force. Total force is maximum at lengths above LH 
because in this length region FPE increases with length more 
than FCE decreases with length. 
K7 = FPEH/[exp{K8»(LH-LPE0) J - 1] (24) 
LPEO = LH - DPB*LH, (25) 
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Figure 5 Model representation of the parallel element force 
Relaxation 
Relaxation is not of primary interest in this study, but 
it is desirable to develop a model of relaxation to complete 
the contraction-relaxation process so that the cardiac model, 
which is developed later in this dissertation, may be used in 
continuous, repetitive cycles. Relaxation is a very complex 
process about which little is known. Thus a new, simple 
working hypothesis is presented here. 
Repolarization, which initiates relaxation, is not a 
highly synchronized process as is depolarization. Thus 
various portions of the muscle relax at different times, in 
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contrast to the synchronous nature of contraction. A more 
detailed version of the model in Figure lb is required to 
consider the effect of these time differences. Figure 6 
illustrates several contractile-elastic units in a long chain 
of these units. The CE of these units release one at a time 
until all the CE have released. Each CE is assumed to 
release rapidly, compared to relaxation of the whole. (The 
term "release" is applied to individual units; "relax" is 
applied to the accumulated release of many units.) Thus 
during relaxation, individual units are assumed to be either 
unreleased or released. The fraction of units which are 
unreleased is assumed to correspond to the deactivation 
function, SD. 
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Figure 6. 
Model representation of 
unreleased (upper) and 
released (lover) 
contractile-elastic units 
in a long chain of numerous 
series-connected units. 
Note that in the 
unreleased units the load is 
borne by both the CE-SE and 
the PEf but in the released 
units the load is borne 
entirely by the PE because 
the CE is freely extendable. 
I 
LPEU 
m 
mmià 
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àfter the CE of a unit releases, force in that unit is 
borne by the PE. The released unit then stretches and the 
resulting length increase from this unit is distributed to 
other SE and PE in the chain, permitting them to shorten 
slightly. It is assumed that the length of the CE cannot 
change instantaneously as does the length of the elastic 
elements. Force is obtained by noting that force in the 
unreleased units is equal to force in the released units: 
FPER = FSE • FPEO, (26) 
where FSE and FPEO are the forces of the SE and PE, 
respectively, in the unreleased units and FPEB is the force 
of the PE in the released units. 
The lengths of the components in the units are related by the 
equations: 
LSEE = LPEU - LCE and (27) 
L = SD*LPED * (1-SD)*LPER, (28) 
where LPEU and LPER are the lengths of the PE of 
unreleased and released units, respectively. Equation 28 
relates the lengths in proportion to the fraction of 
unreleased (SO) and released (1-SD) units. See Figure 6. 
Because of normalization, the same symbols and numerical 
values are used regardless of the numbers of the units. The 
forces in each element can be expressed by the length of the 
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element. Thus 
FSE = K5*[exp[K6*(LPED-lCE)) - 1], 
PPEO = K7*[exp(K8*(LPED-LPE0)} - 1], and 
PPEB = K7»[exp{K8«(LPER - IPEO) ) - 1], 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
where from equation 28: 
LPEB = (L-SD*LPEU)/(1-SD). 
An equation for force can be obtained by equating these force 
expressions according to equation 26. The resulting equation 
is transcendental and must be solved iteratively. Instead, 
the equations are solved iteratively in their present form, 
utilizing their derivatives to converge the iteration 
efficiently. The iterative method is shown in a portion of 
the computer program in Appendix E. 
A sufficient number of relations have been presented to 
permit computation of force, length, and velocity in the 
system as a function of time. Solution of these associated 
equations in a time-advancinq computerized iteration is 
simply accomplished as follows: 
1) Initial lengths are specified at time equal zero. 
2) Relative activation and deactivation are calculated 
The Simulation Sequence 
as functions of time. 
U2 
3) Force in the SE is calculated as a function of 
element lengths and the state of deactivation. 
4) The force-length relation is calculated as a 
function of CE length. 
5) The static force capability is calculated from the 
activation and the force-length relation. 
6) noting that CE force eguals SE force, CE velocity 
is calculated from the static force capability and 
the SE force. 
7) The CE velocity is used to calculate a new CE 
length at the end of a very short time increment. 
8) Length displacement of the load is calculated. 
9) The process is repeated from step 2 utilizing new 
time and lengths. 
An example computer program is in Appendix E with results 
shown in Figure 7. The example shown is a normalized 
isometric contraction beginning from an initial length of 
0.97»LH. 
Figure 7. Interactions within an example normalized strip of 
cardiac muscle contracting isometrically at a length of L = 
0.97*LH. 
Fraction of activated sites: The fraction of sites 
which are activated is determined by the fraction of cells 
which are depolarized (shown unmarked and at reduced 
vertical size to indicate timing) and by the intracellular 
activation processes. 
Force-Length Relation: Initially there is no CE force 
and the SE elongation is zero, so the CE assumes the length 
of the muscle (LCE = L = 0.96)• The CE is longer than 
LCEN, but as force increases, the SE stretches, permitting 
the CE to shorten, ks the CE shortens toward ICEM, the 
force-length relation increases to its peak (SFLM = 1.0 at 
LCE = 0.94) and then decreases as the CE continues to 
shorten. 
CE Force and Velocity: CE force and velocity are 
inversely related at all instances by the force-velocity 
relation. In this isometric case, CE velocity occurs soley 
as CE force stretches the SE. Initially in the contraction 
there is insufficient activation to develop much force, but 
the SB stretches easily and the velocity rises rapidly 
because the force capability of the CE increases faster 
than the load of the SE increases. Very soon the 
increasing SE force becomes significant compared to the 
force capability of the CE, and CE velocity peaks and 
decreases. 
Once deactivation begins, some contractile-elastic 
units release and stretch to the length permitted by their 
PE. This allows shortening of the SE of the unreleased 
units, decreasing SE force, which permits additional CE 
shortening. Note; graphs of the force-length relation, CE 
force, and CE velocity continued after the onset of 
repolarization dessEibe_onl%_the_asE5ls&sed_units. To 
avoid obscuring the graph, PE force, total force, and the 
length of the released units are not shown. 
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SIMULATION OF LEFT VENTRICLE AND SYSTEMIC ARTEBIAL SYSTEM 
The operational characteristics of the systemic 
cardiovascular system are determined by the multiple 
interactions of the many system components. Force, generated 
in the muscle fibers of the left ventricular vail, is 
converted into pressure by the ventricular geometry. This 
pressure creates a pressure gradient between the ventricle 
and the systemic arterial system which propells blood from 
the heart and through the systemic system. The volume of the 
ventricle changes continuously as blood is ejected, changing 
the lengths of the muscle fibers which are continuously 
related to the instantaneous ventricular volume by the 
ventricular geometry. The components are modeled as follows. 
The Left Ventricle 
The left ventricle is shaped approximately like an 
ellipsoid of revolution with one end flattened. The wall is 
thickest at the base, where it generates the most force, and 
thinnest at the apex where it generates the least force. Its 
wall consists of many tiny muscle fibers acting as linear 
strips of muscle. 
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Figure 8. Illustration shoving the modeling of the ventricle 
as a thia-*alled shell (dashed line). 
Several simplifying assumptions are made for modeling 
purposes. Refer to Figure 8. 
1) The thickness of the wall at any location is directly 
proportional to the force requirements at that 
location such that equal pressures are generated at 
all locations. The wall is thickest near the base 
and thinnest at the apex. 
2) The myocardium is represented by a thin-walled shell 
inscribed within the myocardium at approximately 
midvall as shown by the dashed line in Figure 8. 
U7 
3) The shape of the ventricle, specifically the shell, 
is maintained at all times. 
4) The muscle fibers are collectively represented by a 
single muscle strip situated in the surface of the 
shell. The strip is proportionally scaled in length 
to a normalized length unit, and in force to a 
normalized force unit. The model developed in the 
preceding section is used. 
5) The volume of the myocardium inside the volume 
circumscribed by the shell is constant. 
These assumptions result in considerable simplification. All 
containers which maintain shape upon volume change have cubic 
length-volume relations and differ only by a constant 
multiplier. Thus the shape of the ventricle need not be 
specified. The volume of the shell is simply 
VS = KS*(1**3) (32) 
where KS is the constant multiplier which is 
determined from the initial volume and L is expressed in an 
arbitrary length unit upon which changes in relative length 
are scaled. The constant KS is determined by noting that 
when L = LH, VS = VSH, where VSN is the volume of the shell 
which exists when the muscle strip in the shell surface is at 
its LH. Thus 
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KS = VSM/(1M$*3) (33) 
The volume of  the ventricular chamber, V, is 
V = VS - VW (34) 
where Vfi is the volume of wall muscle contained in 
the shell. In the subsequent example model, LM is 
arbitrarily set egual to 1 cm, and the volume of the shell at 
which maximal active force occurs is 350 ml; KS is thus 350. 
If the shape of the ventricle is specifically indicated, some 
other length unit, such as the radius, may be used with equal 
ease. 
Containers which maintain shape upon volume changes have 
inverse square length-pressure relations at any given force 
and differ only by a constant. Thus: 
where P is the pressure in the shell, F is the force 
of the linear strip in an arbitrary portion of the shell 
wall, and KP is a constant. The constant KP is obtained by 
noting that when active force is maximum, PCE = FCEH, L = LM, 
FPE = FPFM, and the total force (FM) is 
P = F/(KP*L$*2) , (35) 
FM = FCEH • FPEM (36) 
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Thus 
KP = FM/(PM*LM**2), (37) 
where PM is the pressure when active force in the 
shell is maximum. (Note that PM is not maximal active 
pressure or maximal total pressure. Maximal active pressure 
always occurs at a length slightly less than LM. Maximal 
total pressure may occur at a length less than or greater 
than LM, depending upon the nature of the PE.) In the 
subsequent example computation of the model, Lfl = 1.0 cm, 
FCEH = 1.0, FPEH = 0.2, and the pressure at maximal active 
force is 400 mmHg. KS is then 1/400 arbitrary force 
units/mmHg/cm**2. 
The Mitral Valve 
During systole, pressure in the ventricle distends the 
mitral valve leaflets toward the left atrium. In the model, 
the volume displaced from the ventricle by this distention is 
obtained by considering the valve as an elastic capacitance. 
The elastance is assumed to have an exponential 
characteristic such that the ability of the valve to restrain 
pressure rises exponentially as the volume by which the valve 
is distended increases. Thus 
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P = K9*[exp(KlO*VMV) - 1], (38) 
where K9 and K10 are constants and vnv is the volume 
displacement of the mitral valve. In the example model to 
follow, K9 = 0.3712 mmHg and K10 = 0.7/ml. The example gives 
100 mmHg of pressure when the valve displacement is 8 ml. 
The values are coarse estimates calculated from scaled 
sketches of the valve drawn to represent the valve in 
diastole and in systole. 
The Aortic Valve 
The aortic valve has both resistive and capacitive 
components in series between the ventricle and the aortic 
root. The resistive component (EAV) contributes a pressure 
loss proportional to the flow (lAV) . The capacitive 
component (CAV), present only when the valve is closed, is 
the elastance of the valve. During diastole, the valve flaps 
are distended toward the ventricle and elastically support 
the difference in pressure between the aorta and the 
ventricle. Pressure in the root of the aorta (PA) is the sum 
of ventricular pressure (P) and the pressure contributed by 
the valve (PAV); 
PA = P + PAV. (39) 
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During the pre-ejectioa period, flow begins with the valve 
closed but with the valve flaps moving toward opening, 
becoming less distended, and contributing less capacitive 
pressure. Capacitive pressure becomes zero when the valve 
opens. 
The valve is modeled as resistance and exponential 
capacitance. The capacitive pressure component of the valve 
(PAVC) is 
PAVC = K11$[exp(Kl2*VAV} - 1] (40) 
where VAV is the volume distention of the valve and 
K11 and K12 are constants describing the exponential 
capacitance. The capacitance is not constant but varies 
according to the volume of the distention (VAV): 
CAV = 1/£K11»K12»exp{Kl2»VAV) ]. (41) 
In the example model to follow in this dissertation, K11 = 
0.3712 mmHg and K12 = 1.5/ml. The example model gives 100 
mmHg of pressure when the valve displacement is 4 ml. The 
exponential characteristic permits considerable backflow 
before the pressure rises sharply. 
The pressure differences typically appearing across 
normal real aortic valves are less than 5 mmHg. Since peak 
flow is about 500 ml/sec., BAV is estimated to be 0.01 
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mmHg/ml/sec. 
The Aorta and Peripheral Resistance 
The aorta is modeled as an elastic tabular chamber which 
is periodically filling at one end and continuously draining 
through a resistive port at the other end. See Figure 9. 
The aortic capacitances (CR and C) are assumed to be linear. 
Pressures in these capacitances are PA and PC, respectively. 
The aorta drains through the peripheral resistance (fiP). 
Peripheral resistance is a function of arterial pressure, 
but for pressures over 60 mmHg is nearly constant. At 
pressures below 60 mmHg the smaller vessels reduce to a 
diameter small enough to increase the resistance. 
The resistance to blood flow in the aorta (BA) is small 
but is included in the model. 
The mass of blood in the aorta contributes inertance 
(LI). 
In the example model which follows, CR = 0.** ol/mmHg, C 
=1.0 ml/moHg, BP = 1.06 mmHg/ml/sec., RA = 0.05 
mmHg/ml/sec., and LI = 0.001 mmHg/ml/sec**2. The methods 
used to estimate these values are given beginning on page 97. 
In the model, flow through the aortic valve (lAV) is 
determined separately from flow in the arterial system 
(11,12). For simplicity, the analog model is divided into 
two overlapping segments. The first segment consists of the 
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Figure 9. Model representation and electric analog o£ the 
aorta and peripheral resistance. 
The model illustrates the aortic root capacitance 
(CP) , the main aortic capacitance (C), the aortic inertance 
(LI), the aortic flow resistance (BA), and the peripheral 
resistance (RP). 
The left ventricle and aortic valve are shown in the 
schematic analog, illustrating the aortic valve capacitance 
(CAV) and resistance (BAV). During systole the left 
ventricular pressure (P) and the pressure contribution of 
the aortic valve capacitance (PAVC), when present, produce 
flow (lAT) through the aortic valve. This increases the 
aortic root pressure (PA) which in turn produces flow (11) 
through the aorta, pressure (PC) in the aorta, and flow 
(12) through the periphery. The initial aortic flow (10) 
is reset for each time increment. 
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aortic valve and the aortic root capacitance. Equations 
describing flow volumes in this segment are used to compute 
flow volumes from the ventricle into the root capacitance 
during a small time increment. The second segment consists 
of the root capacitance, the aorta, and the peripheral 
resistance. Equations describing flow volumes in this 
segment are used to compute flow out of the root capacitance 
and through the aorta and peripheral resistance during the 
same time increment. The pressure in the root is assumed to 
remain constant during the computation of this segment. The 
net change in the volume of blood in the root capacitance at 
the end of the increment determines the pressure (PA) in the 
root. Although flow between the two segments of the model is 
not treated as continuous, flow through the valve (lAV) is 
related to flow in the aorta (II) because the pressure in the 
aortic root (PA) is common to both. The error due to this 
discontinuity appears small, when small increments are used, 
compared to the overall approximation of the aortic model. 
Flow through the aortic valve depends upon the 
capacitances of the aortic valve (CAV) and the aortic root 
(CB). The combined series capacitance (CAVR) is 
CAVR = (CA7*CB)/(CAV+CB). (42) 
CAV becomes infinite when the valves open; then CAVB becomes 
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CB. The flow is 
P • PAVC - PA 
lAV »exp{-t/(FAV»CAVB) }. (43) 
RAV 
The capacitance of the valve is not constant, but is assumed 
constant for very short time increments (TI). The flow 
volume (VIAV) for the increment is obtained by integration 
and by noting the initial condition that the accumulated 
volume is zero at time egual zero. 
P+PAVC-PA 
VIAV *CAVR*[1 - exp{-TI/(RAV+CAVB)) ] 
RAV 
(44) 
The flow between the components of the arterial segment 
are obtained by the Laplace transform method. 
A1 
oC' + p 
exp {-flLt} 
r A2 -
—'-•Cos (flt-rf) • -;r*Cos (flt->i) 
A3^--^^--^Cos(^t+#)l, (45) 
where cL and ^ are the real and imaginary parts of 
the roots of the aortic eguation. 
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OL = A4/2 Va4* - U*k5/2 0 = Arctan {Ql/^) 
where A1 = PA/(LI*C*BP) 
A2 = (LI*IO • P*RP$C)/(1I*C*EP) 
A3 = LI*IO*EP*C/(LI$C$RP) 
A4 = (LI • gA*RP*C)/(lI*C*RP) 
AS = (RA • RP)/(LI»C»RP) 
Peripheral flow (12) is obtained similarly. 
B1 
12 — ——— • 
*2 + ^2 
Where B1 = PA/(LI*C*RP) 
B2 = (PC»RA»C • 11*10)/(LI*C*BP) 
B3 = PC$LI$C/(1I*C*RP) 
Pressure in the distal aorta is 
exp{-Qtt} » 
(46) 
PI = I2$RP (47) 
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The volume of blood flowing into the aorta (VII) is 
obtained by integrating aortic flow. 
Al*t 
VII = —————— • 
exp {-fltt} • 
-A1 
— — A s i n  - otCos(ôt-^) ] 
A2 
'•[^Sin(/t-5) - otCos(^-l) ] • 
A3 
;^*cpsin(^+j>) " ^Cos (pt*^) ] * CI 
(48) 
The constant of integration is evaluated by noting the 
accumulated volume is zero at time equal zero. 
-A1 A2 
C1 = ( ASin0 • a6Cos^) • ———— • 
^(0LZ + p2)%. 
— A3 
AIcL' 
.T-*<^ Sin^  - eccosff) (49) 
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The volume of blood flowing though the periphery is obtained 
similarly. 
B1*t 
VI2 = —————— • 
exp {-flfit} * 
-HI 
— — — — * £ ^ S i n  ( A t — -  etCo s  ( A t - ^ )  ]  
B2 _ , 
——BSin (5t-<) - #LCos (At-f) ] • 
B3 
^*r^Sin(jgt*^) - KCos(^t+f)] • C2 
(50) 
The constant of integration is evaluated similarly. 
-B1 B2 
C2 = ————————* (ASin^ + olCos^) • ————— • 
-B3 
--*(Asin^ - .tCos)») (51) 
Pressure in the aortic root capacitance is obtained by 
computing the net flow volume into the capacitance during the 
increment; 
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PA = PAO • (VIAV-VI1)/CB, (52) 
where PAO is the initial pressure at the beginning of 
the increment, VIAV is the flow volume of the aortic valve, 
and VII is the flow volume of the aorta. 
The Simulation Sequence 
The ventricular contraction process is obtained by 
considering the ventricular walls as linear strips of muscle 
fibers contracting incrementally in time. The contraction of 
each strip is treated as if it were contracting isometrically 
during each time increment, but component lengths are 
recalculated as step changes at each transition from one time 
increment to the next. The summation of many small 
incremental length changes occurring at a rapid rate 
approximates continuous movement and velocity. Similarly in 
the systemic circulation, flows are calculated as continuous 
throughout each time increment, but volumes and pressures are 
recalculated as step changes at increment transitions, 
approximating continuous change in pressure and volume. This 
method gives a good approximation of the real case providing 
the time increments are sufficiently small. The sequence of 
the iteration is shown in the flow diagram of Figure 10 and 
its computer program is in Appendix F. Basic functions 
obtained from the program are graphed in Figure 11. 
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Functions of special interest, such as the 
time-tension-inde%, dP/dT, dP/dT/P, etc., may be added to 
the program with ease. 
Since most features of interest are completed by T=0.5 
second, the example program is terminated at about this time 
to minimize computation costs. If the model is to be run for 
several cardiac cycles, only the initial volume of the 
ventricle and the time need to be reset to start each nev 
cycle. For simulations of very fast heart rates, activation 
may need to be summed onto the residual activation of the 
previous systole. This will require resetting the constants 
of integration associated with the activation integrals. If 
the convolution integrals are integrated numerically, as can 
easily be done, summation onto the residual activation occurs 
automatically. 
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Figure 10. Flow chart of computer program for iteratively 
computing interactions within the left ventricle and the 
systemic arterial tree. 
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HEHODYHRNIC FUNCTION 
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Figure 11a. Graphic display illustrating left ventricular 
pressure and flow responses. 
Pressure in the left ventricle rises rapidly during 
early systole. During this rise there is a slight amount 
of flov into the aortic root, as the aortic valve flaps 
move to open, with a very small pressure rise in the aorta 
just before the valve flaps open. The flow rises rapidly, 
but only a small pressure difference occurs between the 
ventricle and the aorta because the aortic valve resistance 
is small. Plow into the aorta decreases during most of 
systole because pressure in the aorta rises toward that of 
the ventricle. 
Depolarization is shown at reduced vertical size to 
indicate timing. During relaxation, the ventricular 
pressure drops below aortic root pressure and flow 
reverses. Retrograde flow, which distends the aortic valve 
cusps toward the ventricle, is soon stopped because the 
aortic pressure is supported by the elasticity of the 
valve. 
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FIBER FUNCTIONS 
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Figure lib. -Graphic display of iasta&taseous force, 
velocity, and length for the muscle strip model within the 
shell surface. 
The rapid rise of ventricular pressure in early 
systole is quickly ended when flow begins. Plow permits 
fiber shortening and increased CE velocity which suppresses 
force generation (force-velocity relation). As systole 
continues, the radii (in all directions) of the ventricle 
decrease, increasing the ratio of fiber shortening velocity 
to unit flow. In this example, however, the decline in 
flow is more than sufficient to counter this effect and CE 
velocity decreases. This favors increased force generation 
(force-velocity relation), but the shortening tends to 
reduce force (force-length relation) and the final effect 
is that force remains rather constant throughout systole. 
The pressure increase during systole results from increased 
mechanical conversion of force to pressure as the radii of 
the ventricle decrease (geometric advantage). 
The fiber length, CE velocity, and CE force graphs 
continued after the onset of repolarization describe the 
units which are unreleased. 
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PRINCIPAL FUNCTIONS 
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Figure 11c. Graphic display of instantaaeoas values of 
principle functions which determine force and pressure. 
Active pressure is proportional to the instantaneous 
product of the above functions. Very early in the 
contraction, stretching of the SE permits CE velocity to 
lower force, offsetting the rising activation. CE 
shortening later is due to shortening of the whole fiber. 
In this example, decrease of the force-length relation 
after early systole is countered by a slowing of the CE 
velocity and by the increased geometric advantage. 
The graphs of the force-length relation and the 
force-velocity relation continued after the onset of 
repolarization describe the CE of those units which are 
unreleased. Lengthening of the released units lowers the 
force on the unreleased units, permitting the remaining 
active CE to shorten at a higher velocity with a 
corresponding drop of the force-velocity relation and with 
further decreasing of the force-length relation. (CE 
lengthening and velocity are shown in Figure lib.) 
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OEBIVATION AND DISCUSSION OF MODEL FOBMS, 
SOBHODELS, COMPONENTS, AND SIMULATION SEQUENCES 
The primary purpose of this paper is to demonstrate 
interactions of the factors influencing the contractile 
sequence and to place them in approximate quantitative 
perspective. The component models are developed from basic 
concepts and are presented in the simplest form possible 
without grossly sacrificing fidelity with respect to the real 
system. This approach is necessary because obtaining an 
optimal description of the nature of each component 
represents a vast research area by itself and full discussion 
is beyond the scope and intent of this dissertation. The 
derivation and appropriateness of the component models are 
discussed below. 
The Direction of Depolarization and Repolarization 
as Determinants of the Model Forms 
Selection of the least complex basic model to represent 
cardiac mechanics is based largely upon how the morphological 
units of the heart are synchronized. Depolarization is a 
highly synchronized process, spreading principally in a 
direction transverse to the fibers. Repolarization, by 
contrast, is not as highly synchronized and spreads both 
transversly and longitudinally. Thus the portrayal of 
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contraction and relaxation requires somewhat different 
models. Figure 12 is useful to visualize these processes. 
ëSeolâEiaâtioa_and_the_sogtEaciion_mo&ei 
The subendocardial myocardium contains Purkinjie 
conduction fibers which rapidly transmit depolarization 
throughout the subendocardial myocardium. Depolarization 
then spreads more slowly through the muscle tissue from the 
subendocardial myocardium to the subepicardial myocardium. 
For modeling, it is assumed that the subendocardial surface 
depolarizes instantly at time equal zero, that depolarization 
spreads through the muscle perpendicularly to the fibers, and 
that the velocity of depolarization is linearly distributed 
in proportion to the wall thickness such that depolarization 
reaches the whole subepicardial surface at the same time. 
Thus the resultant activation processes are distributed 
transversely across the muscle in graded degrees of progress 
with the subendocardial myocardium leading the subepicardial 
myocardium. 
It is important to note that longitudinally along the 
fibers, activation is uniform. Thus all units in a chain 
behave alike. Secondly, as shortening occurs, all 
contractile-elastic units in the muscle, even those not yet 
activated, shorten uniformly and in proportion to the 
shortening of the whole. 
Figure 12. Diagram of a strip of cardiac muscle illustrating 
how the directions of depolarization and repolarization 
produce different processes for contraction and relaxation. 
The endocardial surface is on the left; the epicardial 
surface is on the right. 
Depolarization enters at the lower left and rapidly 
ascends through the conduction fibers (ovals). The 
depolarization of each conduction fiber stimulates adjacent 
muscle fibers (rectangles). These in turn stimulate other 
muscle fibers in any direction, but at a much slower speed. 
Thus the entire subendocardial myocardium is depolarized 
before depolarization has spread through much of the 
muscle. In the model it is assumed that the subendocardial 
myocardium depolarizes instantly so that depolarization 
spreads horizontally through the muscle from left to right. 
Thus all muscle units in a given column are stimulated 
uniformly and respond alike. All columns go through 
activation processes identically, but those to the right 
are successively delayed. In isometric contractions, all 
columns go through all contraction processes identically, 
but those to the right are successively delayed. 
Repolarization of cells appears to occur automatically 
at some rather nonuniform and distributed time after 
depolarization. Repolarization typically occurs earliest 
in one or more locations in the subepicardial myocardium 
and spreads in all possible directions. The repolarization 
of muscle units within a column is not synchronized. For 
modeling purposes, it is assumed that the lack of 
synchronization is distributed equally among the columns. 
Thus a single column is used to represent the whole, as in 
Figure 6. The fraction of units released is assumed to be 
proportional to SD. Because the units within the column 
are connected in series, the order of unit release need not 
be known. 
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It is desirable to compute the forces of the individual 
fiber chains and then integrate them to obtain the total 
force of the whole muscle. This cannot be done in a general 
model vithout making the model considerably more complex, 
because force in the individual fibers depends on both the SE 
length and the unit length of the units in the fibers. Fiber 
lengths will all change uniformly, but SE which are in fibers 
activated early will be longer and their corresponding CE 
will be contracting slower than those in fibers activated 
later. To model this process requires multiple layers of 
fibers (multiple shells for the ventricle) each of which must 
be computed independently with values carried from one 
increment to the next. Total force from the layers would 
then be integrated numerically. This would increase the 
complexity of the model and increase the computation cost 
considerably, the cost being proportional to the number of 
layers used. As a compromise to retain simplicity, total 
activation is continuously computed by integration of the 
graded degrees of activations, and is applied to the muscle 
as a whole. Since all portions of the muscle undergo 
activation in the same manner as the subendocardial 
myocardium, only at later times, the integrated quantity of 
activation is obtained by time convolution of the activation 
process as it occurred at the subendocardial myocardium. 
Equation 2 describes activation of the subendocardial cells 
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and equations 3a and 3b describe the convolution integral for 
the whole muscle. Activation within the cells will be 
discussed shortly on page 72. 
In the restrictive isometric case, force, rather than 
activation, can be integrated (convoluted) easily as all 
layers go through all contraction processes identically, but 
at slightly different times. Only force in the first layer 
need be computed, as force in all subsequent layers can be 
obtained from the first layer, appropriately spaced back in 
time. The comparative difference between convoluting force 
in a multilayer model (as discussed above) and convoluting 
activation in the single model of the whole (the compromise 
method) is estimated by computing an isometric example by 
both methods and then comparing the results. A manual 
comparison made with sketched graphs indicates that there is 
not a significant difference in the results. 
In reality, of course, there is some longitudinal 
distribution of activation in the heart because about 0.03 
second is required for the depolarization impulse to travel 
through the conduction fibers from the apex to the base. 
Thus the apex is advanced about 0.03 second ahead of the 
base. This may result in some initial stretching of the 
fibers in the base by the more strongly contracting fibers in 
the apex. The effect of a small longitudinal distribution of 
force in a linear strip of muscle was evaluated with sketched 
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graphs and indicated that series stretching of unactivated 
units by partially activated units is greatest when the 
muscle is under very low preload. In this case those units 
which are activated first contract at high velocities, taking 
up any slack and lengthening the inactive units to greater 
values of their force-length relation while moving to lower 
values of their force-length relation. As soon as the 
inactive units acquire increasing PE tension, however, the 
velocity of the activated units is quickly reduced in 
accordance with the force-velocity relation. It is 
interesting to question what happens to these advanced units, 
which are left with a low force-length relation, as the 
tension on them from other units eventually surpasses their 
own force capability. Will they be able to hold the force or 
will they release and perhaps recontract to a new length? 
When there is appreciable preload, PE force changes 
sharply with small changes in length. Comparatively little 
stretching of the inactive units results from the small force 
(at 0.03 seconds) of the activated units. Furthermore, the 
CE of the active units does not shorten as much because the 
CE velocity is more quickly reduced by the sharply increasing 
PE force of the unactive units. 
2SEOlarization_and_tbe_relaxation_model 
Less is known about repolarization and relaxation than 
about depolarization and contraction. Repolarization is not 
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a highly synchronized process and the spread of the wave 
proceeds transversely and longitudinally. The membrane 
voltage change is not as abrupt as for depolarization. To 
achieve a working model for relaxation, several speculative, 
but not unreasonable, assumptions are applied. 
Submodels 
SeiiujaC-aStiyation 
Activation mechanisms have not been fully established. 
Thus the model developed below is used only as a working 
hypothesis, to describe the time course of activation. 
Depolarization of the cell membrane releases calcium 
ions from storage locations on or in the sarcoplasmic 
reticulum. These ions then diffuse a short distance to 
force-generating sites on the filaments and initiate force 
generating reactions. This process is modeled by assuming 
that 1) calcium is released through the sarcoplasmic 
reticulum by an instantaneous increase in calcium conductance 
of the sarcoplasmic reticulum, 2) the rate of diffusion 
through the sarcoplasmic reticulum and sarcoplasm is 
proportional to the concentration difference between the 
storage location and the vicinity of the sites among the 
filaments, 3) the amount of calcium released is less than the 
uptake capacity of the sites, and H) the rate of uptake by 
the sites is proportional to the concentration of calcium 
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among the sites'. The electric analog in Figure 13 is used as 
the computation model. Capacitance CSR represents the 
calcium storage capacity of the sarcoplasmic reticulum and CP 
the capacity of the solution in the vicinity of the filament 
sites. The concentration of calcium in the sarcoplasmic 
reticulum is QSfi/CSR and among the sites is QF/CF where QSB 
and QF are the guantities of calcium in the sarcoplasmic 
reticulum and among the filament sites, respectively. 
Resistance R1 is reciprocally proportional to the calcium 
conductance of the sarcoplasmic reticulum and sarcoplasm, and 
B2 is reciprocally proportional to the uptake affinity of the 
sites on the filaments. The switch is closed upon 
depolarization and opened upon repolarization. 
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CF 
R2 
Figure 13. Analog model of relative cellular activation. 
Upon depolarization (SI closes), calcium ions in the 
sarcoplasmic reticulum (CSR) diffuse through the 
sarcoplasmic membranes and sarcoplasm (B1) and accumulate 
among the filaments (CF) where they are taken up by the 
sites (R2). Upon repolarization (SI opens), diffusion 
through the sarcoplasmic reticulum and sarcoplasm stops, 
and residual calcium ions among the filaments (CF) are 
taken up by the sites (B2). Values corresponding to the 
example in the text are: CSR = CF = 1, El = 0.492992, R2 = 
0.246496, and the initial calcium concentration in CSR is 
1. Values of R1 and R2 make the time constant of uptake 
equal to one second, based on the dominate exponential term 
of eguation 50 at one second. Deactivation is assumed to 
be a separate process. 
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3y making CSB = Cf for a convenient example solution, 
calcium concentration (CCF) among the filaments after 
depolarization is 
for 0<T<T2, 
CCF = CCSB (t=0) » 
R2»[ (a*b)/(a-b) ]»[expC-atJ - exp{-bt} J (53a) 
and after repolarization is 
for T>T2, 
CCF = CCF(t=t2)*exp(-(t-t2)/B2} (53b) 
where a and b are the quadratic roots, respectively, 
-(2$R2+R1) t 7(2»82+R1)2 - a»R1»R2 
2*B1*R2 
In this model, R1= 2*R2. The rise in calcium concentration 
among the filaments is characterized by the second term of 
equation 53a, and the decrease due to the calcium uptake is 
characterized by the first term. Equation 53a is similar to 
the "activator" equation presented by Hodgkin and Horowicz 
(22) and to activation equations presented by Wong (46) , but 
with d different method for expressing time-rate processes. 
Calcium concentration among the filaments follows the 
time-course shown in Figure 1U. 
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Figure 14. Intracellular calcium concentration as computed 
from the model in Figure 13. 
The curve is very similar to experimental data 
recorded from B&_nubulis by Ashley and Ridgway (1). See 
their Figure 12. In cardiac cells it is assumed the 
depolarized state is comparatively so long that the first 
portion of the curve nearly returns to zero before the 
second portion begins. 
In the cardiac activation model in this dissertation, 
activation is nearly complete before repolaraization occurs. 
(The first curve nearly returns to the baseline before the 
second curve begins.) Thus as a matter of convenience, in 
the computational model the use of equation 53a is continued 
after repolarization begins and equation 53b is omitted. 
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The number of sites activated is proportional to the 
integrated flow through R2 and is of the form 
[exp(-at) expC-bt}"] 
- - - - - - - - -  -  ----—-—I (54) 
b J 
where SCÂ is the relative cellular activation. In 
the cardiac model the uptake of calcium is nearly complete by 
the time of repolarization, so only the above equation is 
used. Because R1 = 2*R2, the ratio a/b is (1-/?/2)/(!• V2/2). 
The equation is standardized according to the approximate 
time constant of activation. At one time constant the second 
term is insignificant and SCA = 1 - exp(-l), thus 
a = 1 f ln((1/2)*(1 + V?)} = 1. 188226 (55) 
For any general time constant (TCA) equation 54 reduces 
to equation 2. Quantitation of the diffusion and uptake 
rates is conjectural. A brief lag in activation occurs 
initially because calcium must diffuse to the filaments 
before uptake becomes significant. This lag is maximal in 
the model when B1 = 2*R2. Another source of initial lag, not 
described by the model, occurs because calcium conductance 
"turns on" over a finite, though short, time. To partially 
compensate for this omission, the diffusive lag is 
arbitrarily maximized by setting R1 = 2*R2. 
The concentration and capacity of the calcium store at 
the sarcoplasmic reticulum are also uncertain. If the stored 
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quantity is small, it may be the factor limiting activation, 
as modeled above. Calcium conductance has been theorized to 
rise rapidly upon depolarization, gradually decay, and then 
fall sharply upon repolarization (4) • The availability of 
sites is not likely to be limiting as contractions can be 
potentiated with extra calcium. 
Experimentally, most direct studies of calcium release 
have been conducted on fibers of the giant muscle cells of 
the barnacle using the biolumnescent calcium indicator 
aeguorin (2). The model in Figure 13 is the simplest model 
consistent with data obtained from B, nubjlus: see Figure 14. 
The close fit to experimental data does not prove the 
correctness of the model but suggests its eguations are 
descriptive of activation. These equations are used in the 
cardiac muscle model in this dissertation as the best simple 
description available at this time. 
Cellsar_deactivation 
Even less experimental information is available for 
describing deactivation. It is simply assumed that cellular 
repolarization initiates a deactivation process which 
increases in intensity, asymptotically approaching a constant 
level. The rate of deactivation is assumed proportional to 
the intensity of this process and to the number of filament 
sites remaining active. This phenomenon is described by a 
differential equation having the solution given in equation 4. 
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F9ESe%lsagtb_rslation 
The force-length relation of the muscle strip is derived 
by integrating the idealized force-length relations of all 
the filaments sets composing the muscle. The idealized 
relation of a filament set, as shown earlier in Figure 3a. 
assumes that force between overlapping filaments decreases 
linearly on either side of LCEM. All filament sets are 
assumed to be identical and numerous sets compose each 
sarcomere. 
The sarcomeres are serially connected in long fibrils 
which are in turn connected in parallel at various points. 
Sarcomeres of parallel adjacent fibrils do not simultaneously 
operate at identical lengths, however. There are at least 
two reasons for this. 
The number of sites activated is proportional to the 
integrated flow through First, adjacent fibrils may not have 
equal numbers of sarcomeres, thus to cover the same length, 
those fibrils which have fewer sarcomeres must have their 
sarcomeres each pulled to a slightly longer length. 
Secondly, the fibrils have curved routes around intracellular 
obstacles such that the lengths of parallel adjacent fibrils 
may not be quite the same. As a result, when the muscle is 
at its LH, some filament sets are shorter and others longer 
than their LLn. Similarly, when the muscle is nearly fully 
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contracted, some filament sets are slacked and others are in 
their operating range. 
A numerical method to obtain the force-length relation 
of a model muscle strip is demonstrated by example in Figure 
15. It is assumed that the force-length relations of all the 
filament sets are statistically distributed normally with 
their mean LLM at the length LCEH. Five representative 
filament set relations are shown and labeled to indicate the 
statistical population fraction (weight) of filament sets 
having that relation. Force at a given length is obtained by 
summing the weighted values of the relations at that length. 
The computer program for numerically integrating this example 
is show in Appendix 6. The integrated force-length relation 
obtained was shown earlier as the heavier line in Figure 3b 
and is approximately symmetrical about LCEH. 
In the example of Figure 3b, the statistical 
distribution of filament sets was assumed to be due to 
variations in the numbers of sarcomeres in adjacent parallel 
fibrils. The second case, in which the distribution is due 
to variations of fibril pathway lengths, has a similar 
integrated force-length relation and is exactly symmetrical 
about LCEH. The computer program is changed to compute this 
example by replacing two lines in the program with the 
corresponding lines listed at the end of the program in 
Appendix G. 
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Only five representative relations are used in the 
examples above, but thirty-nine relations, spaced at 
0.20*cr, are used in all other force-length computations in 
this dissertation. Ihen more representatives are used, the 
weight of each is less. Weights are obtained using a 
standard table of ordinates of the normal curve. Each weight 
is the ordinate value at the given deviation, multiplied by 
the spacing. For example, if representative relations are 
spaced at 0.2 standard deviation apart, the weight of the 
relation located 0.4 standard deviation from LCEB is 
0.3683*0.2 = 0.0737. (The number 0.3683 is the ordinate of a 
normal curve at 0.4.) The sum of all the weights is one. 
Computations of numerous examples show that the peak 
force of the integrated force-length relation is 
significantly less than the force potentially available if 
the filament sets are exactly aligned (O"=0). Also, the 
range of contraction of whole muscle, estimated by 
extrapolating the straightest portion of the curve to the 
length axis, is longer than the range of contraction of the 
filament sets (D). As c increases and/or D decreases, the 
integrated force-length relation is determined more by the 
statistical distribution and less by the force-length 
relations of the filament sets. The basic parameters for 
several examples are given in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Basic parameters of example force-length relations 
D * SFLP Estimated Bange 
0.20 0.05 0.80 0.21 
0.20 0.10 0.61 0.26 
0.20 0.15 0.46 0.36 
0.25 0.05 0.75 0-25 
0.25 0.10 0.71 0.29 
0.25 0.15 0.64 0.36 
0.30 0.05 0.70 0.30 
0.30 0.10 0.67 0.33 
0. 30 0.15 0.61 0.39 
* If = 0, SFLP = 1.0, and the estimated range is D. 
Experimental force-length curves found in the literature 
included the length of the SE with that of the CE. To obtain 
curves for only the CE, the lengths of the SE, at various 
forces, were subtracted from that of the SE and CE 
combination and the graphs redrawn. The curves were then 
approximated by a straight line, tangent at about half 
maximal force, and extrapolated to the length-axis to 
estimate the contractile range of the CE for whole muscle. 
It averaged 0.22 the length LCEH. The contractile range of 
the myofilaments (D) must be less than this. When SE data 
did not accompany the force-length data in the literature, 
the SB was assumed to be like that of equation 19 including 
the example values given with equation 19. See references 8, 
15, 35, and 41. 
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Experimentally the SE appears as an exponential spring 
described by equation 19. Cardiac muscle SE elongation at 
maximal force is about 0.03 to 0.12 muscle lengths with 0.06 
being typical. Elongation at half maximal force is about two 
thirds that at maximal force. See references 3, 7, 8, 15, 
32, 3U, and 35. 
The force-length relation in the filament set model 
(Figure 3a) is linear to its peak. Experimental data from 
frog skeletal muscle sarcomeres indicate a linear relation 
over most of the active range but with abrupt changes to 
smaller linear segments with less slope at the peak. Gordon, 
Huxley, and Julian (14) relate this directly to mechanical 
interactions within the sarcomeres. All of the sarcomeres 
must be highly synchronized in both time and length to 
exhibit abrupt changes in the force-length relation. Similar 
abrupt changes in the force-length relation may occur in 
cardiac muscle at the myofilament level but be obscurred 
because of the more irregular muscle structure. Statistical 
variations in sarcomere lengths in frog skeletal muscle, 
determined from microscopic measurements, had a standard 
deviation of 0.015 sarcomere length (14). For cardiac muscle 
a larger standard deviation is expected. A value of 0.075 is 
assumed in the models in this dissertation. New force-length 
relations, when determined for cardiac sarcomeres, can easily 
be incorporated into the models of this dissertation by 
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modifying equations 8 and 9. 
Beceatly it has been demonstrated in single twitch 
contractions of skeletal muscle that calcium release and 
subsequent force develpment are less at short muscle lengths 
(see earlier review, page 9) • This has not been determined 
for cardiac muscle but it may be a factor in the overall 
force-length effect. 
p&Esgzisiasiiz-iÊiâtiss 
§!l2EtSai!l3 The basic principle of the force-velocity 
relation for shortening is well known and need not be 
developed here. It simply assumes that as the filaments move 
past each other at higher velocities, there is less time for 
complementing sites to develop force. 
Leaqtheping The force-velocity relation for 
lengthening during relaxation is open for speculation. The 
model developed for this dissertation is a new workinq 
hypothesis. 
Theoretically, the basic principle of the force-velocity 
relation for shorteninq should also apply to lengtheninq, but 
its behavior may be unstable. Consider a sarcomere in which 
the filaments are individually under series elastic tension 
or elastic tension from other sarcomeres. When deactivation 
begins, filament sets may still be shorteninq. As a filament 
deactivates, the number of active sites to pull the load 
decreases and the velocity slows until the number of sites 
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added because of slowing makes up for the loss of sites due 
to deactivation. When the number lost exceeds the number 
gained, a negative velocity develops. This velocity lovers 
the force more (force-velocity relation), permitting the 
elastic tension to accelerate the filament velocity faster 
and lover force still more. This process is 
self-perpetuating. In effect when the filament velocity 
becomes negative, the filament releases instantly. As each 
filament releases, its load is shifted to those parallel 
adjacent filaments which are still active, slowing their 
velocity of shortening (force-velocity relation), slightly 
stretching their SE, and lengthening the sarcomere if SE 
stretching exceeds CE shortening. &s more and more load is 
shifted to fewer and fewer filaments, the remaining filaments 
yield to the load and the sarcomere releases completely. 
Relaxation 
The mechanisms of muscle relaxation are unknown. 
Several possible mechanisms were considered as contributory 
factors. Refer again to Figure 12. 
1. Load from releasing units is transferred to parallel 
adjacent unreleased units, stretching their SE. 
2. Units are released when their force capability 
becomes less than the load impressed upon them. 
3. Release of units within a series-connected chain of 
units is distributed in time according to a function of 
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repolarization or deactivation. 
Models based on each mechanism were developed. All 
assumed that at low levels of organization the units released 
instantaneously. Each model vas analyzed for relaxation into 
isometric, isotonic, and elastic loads. (The ventricle 
relaxes into the elastic load of the mitral valve distention 
and the brief pressure surge caused by the retrograde flow of 
the aortic valve during closure.) Models which treated the 
muscle as a whole unit and models which released units as the 
force capability became less than the load had relaxation 
times which were abnormally long at short lengths as force 
merely followed the decline in the active force capability, 
regardless of length. Models, in which the release of whole 
columns progressed horizontally, column by column, and 
shifted load to unreleased columns, were functional bat 
produced unphysiologic stretching of the SE in the unreleased 
columns. 
Models which were universally satisfactory were 
characterized by two features: 1) release of the units 
proceeded vertically, row by row, and 2) the release of the 
units was independent of the load. (The order of release is 
not important.) The first feature, the release of 
series-connected units, is readily understandable because it 
is consistent with the anatomical organization at the 
cellular and subcellular levels. The second feature, the 
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independence of force, cannot be fully explained. It must be 
regarded as speculative. It is conceivable that at the 
sarcomere level, release may be load dependent. This might 
be explained by speculating that once deactivation of a unit 
(probably a sarcomere) begins, its load bearing capacity 
decreases to low values guickly, relative to the duration for 
whole muscle relaxation. Release of the unit occurs when the 
force capability of the unit becomes less than the force 
impressed on the unit. Thus the length of time after 
repolarization, at which a unit releases, is determined more 
according to the time distribution of deactivation within the 
cell than by the load. This is consistent with the velocity 
of lengthening concept above if deactivation reactions on the 
individual filament are sufficiently rapid such that the time 
interval from the onset of filament deactivation to the onset 
of rapid lengthening is relatively brief. 
The time course for the spread of deactiavation within 
the cell is unknown, but it is clear from physiological data 
that active force continues after repolarization is complete. 
Whether this lag of deactivation is due to the time reguired 
for repolarization to conduct throughout the interior of the 
cell, to chemical kinetics of the deactivating reactions (as 
initially assumed), to both, or to other mechanisms is 
largely unknown and awaits future work. 
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The overall time course for the release of units in the 
muscle as a whole reflects both the time course of release 
within the cells, and the time course of the spread of 
repolarization throughout the muscle. If the time course of 
release within the cell is rapid, relevant to the time 
reguired to repolarize the muscle, the fraction of sarcomeres 
released in the muscle as a whole predominately follows the 
fraction of cells repolarized. On the other extreme, if the 
release of sarcomeres within the cell require more time than 
does the spread of repolarization through the muscle, the 
fraction of sarcomeres released in the muscle as a whole 
predominately follows the time course of the release of 
sarcomeres within a cell. The time-course of the release of 
sarcomeres within a cell is unknown, but it may in some ways 
be similar to the function describing the fraction of sites 
remaining activated during relaxation (SCO). In the computer 
model for whole muscle, the deactivation fraction for whole 
muscle (SD) is used to specify the fraction of unreleased 
contractile elastic units. Although computer experiments 
with the model embodying this function match physiologic data 
obtained from laboratory experiments, they do not validate 
the speculations. Use of a more accurate description of 
repolarization to specify the fraction of units released, for 
example, might result in an equally suitable match with 
experimental data. Repolarization is not a truely linear 
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process aad its function may be similar to the deactivation 
function. 
The relaxation portion of the model should be considered 
only as a working hypothesis as it contains numerous 
speculations which cannot be confirmed. The primary intent 
of this paper is to present a valid model for contraction, 
and since relaxation is of less interest, further discussion 
of it is not undertaken. 
The Parallel Element 
Measurements extracted from experimental data indicate 
that the PE behaves as an exponential spring and can be 
described by equation 20. The PE exhibits a resting length 
(LPEO) of about 0.80-0.85 of LH, and develops about 0.07-0.30 
of the total muscle tension when stretched to LM. Half of 
the PE forse at LH is realized at about 0.75 the length from 
LPEO to LM. See references 7, 8, 15, 35, and U1. 
The Simulation Method 
Several mathematical models of the muscle strip were 
developed and evaluated for potential presentation in this 
dissertation. The method which is presented in this 
dissertation was selected because it is simple, flexible, and 
permits interchangeability of component sections. 
Contraction is computed isometrically throughout each time 
increment and changes in length are introduced at the 
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transition from one increment to the next. Activation, the 
force-length relation, and velocity are assumed to be 
constant throughout each time increment. Notable error 
occurs during the first few iterative steps, because the 
velocity starts at maximum in the first increment and 
reguires several increments to stablize, but the overall 
effect of this error is small. 
Another model which was considered assumed that 
acceleration was constant throughout each time increment. It 
was guadratic in form, programmed easily, but similarly 
reguired several increments to stabilize. This method, as 
well as the following test models are not presented 
explicitly because of their complexity and length. 
An analytic solution was desired to serve as a standard 
to determine by comparison the accuracy of the iterative 
methods. 
An exact single differential eguation describing 
contraction was formulated by substituting the activation 
formula and force-length formula into the force-velocity 
formula, solving for force, and equating the result to the 
force formula of the SE. Unfortunately, the eguation had no 
readily obtainable analytic solution. 
A simplified version of the muscle strip model was 
chosen which permitted all of the functions except activation 
to be determined in analytical form. This method was as 
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similar to the totally analytic method as was practical. 
This method served as a standard, although not exact, against 
which the incremental methods were judged. The simplified 
version was similar to the primary model, but had a linear 
overall force-length relation and linear SE spring. In this 
model, activation was computed incrementally, but 
interactions of the force-length relation, force-velocity 
relation, and SE force were computed within each time 
increment with an exact analytic solution. The analytic 
solution was transcepdental, but was solved for each time 
increment by a secondary set of numerical iterations which 
converged sharply, to seven significant figures in five steps 
typically. 
The computation methods which incrementally compute the 
force-length relation and force-velocity relation were ' 
applied to the simplified version of the model. The results 
of isometric test examples computed by these methods were 
very similar to the results computed by the method employing 
the analytic solution. Values typically differed by less 
than two percent of their maximal values. 
The computational methods for the simplified model can 
also be arranged such that the force-length relation can be 
computed either incrementally or analytically, apart from the 
force-velocity relation. Examples calculated in this manner, 
when compared to the previous methods, show that the small 
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error observed in the totally incremental methods is 
contributed most by incrementing the force-velocity relation, 
and least by incrementing the force-length relation. The 
excellent correlations between the various methods do not 
prove the validity of the incremental methods for all cases, 
but strongly support them. 
The Left Ventricular Model 
A primary objective of this paper is to develop a model 
which is very simple, utilitarian, and devoid of large error. 
This goal has been achieved with considerable accuracy for a 
linear strip of cardiac muscle. Isometric, isotonic, and 
guick-release example simulations correlate well with graphic 
data seen in the literature. This goal also has been 
achieved in the model of the left ventricle, although the 
accuracy is not as high as that achieved with the linear 
muscle model. 
The model ventricle is simple in that it is applicable 
to any shape and that force and length are easily related to 
pressure and volume. This simplification results from the 
assumption that the ventricle is represented by a thin-
walled shell which maintains shape throughout contraction. 
The shape is maintained because the generation of force is 
graded at all points, in accordance with the geometrical 
factors affecting force-to-pressure conversion, so as to 
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generate pressure equally at all points. Graded force in the 
real vertricle results from a corresponding graded thickness 
of the muscle, that is, the ventricular wall thicknesses at 
all locations corresponds to the force demands typically 
placed upon it. 
To account for equal pressures in all directions it is 
noted that the force on any cell is along its axis with no 
lateral component. The physical nature of a fluid is to 
adjust its shape to equalize pressure in all directions. 
During diastole the heart is a flexible container and its 
shape is adjusted to equalize fluid pressure in all 
directions. The axial force from the cells, due to their PE, 
is transformed into counterpressure according to the 
geometrical factors at each location. This counterpressure 
from the walls restrains the fluid against the diastolic 
filling pressure. Since at equilibrium it must support equal 
pressure in all locations, the force is graded according to 
the geometry. If the thickness of the wall is similarly 
graded according to the geometry at all locations, the force 
per cell must be equal at all locations. It then follows 
that the lengths of the sarcomeres must also be uniform at 
all locations. Thus as contraction begins, all sarcomeres 
begin from equal lengths and generate pressure by reverse of 
the same geometry factors. Since this is occurring uniformly 
throughout the heart, all portions contract in proportion and 
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the heart maintains its shape. In a real ventricle, the 
equilibrium established in late diastole, when the filling is 
slow, may be disturbed by atrial systole which increases the 
ventricular volume by about 20%, but this distrubance is 
assumed insignificant. 
The principal source of error in this ventricular model 
is the use of a single thin-walled shell to represent the 
thick wall of the ventricle. During contraction in the real 
ventricle, the wall increases in thickness. Because of 
thickening, the inner radii become shorter more quickly than 
the outer radii. Thus the subendocardial myocardium 
contracts at a greater relative velocity than does the 
subepicardial myocardium, with the midwall at some 
intermediate velocity. Secondly, for a given change in 
volume, the subendocardial myocardium goes through more of 
its contractile range than does the subepicardial 
counterpart, with the midwall being intermediate. Thus force 
per unit muscle at the subendocardial myocardium, compared to 
the subepicardial myocardium, is decreased by both the 
force-velocity relation and, over much of the volume range, 
by the force-length relation. This effect is offset by two 
factors. First, the smaller radii observed by the 
subendocardial myocardium, than the subepicardial myocardium, 
permits the subendocardial myocardium to generate pressure 
using less force. Secondly, although the thickening of the 
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wall at the subendocardial myocardium results in greater 
shortening parallel to the endocardial equator than axial 
shortening, the subendocardial fibers are oriented more 
perpendicularly to the equator so are less affected than 
expected. Calculations extracted from the data of Streeter 
and Hanna (44) (their Figure 12), which account for the 
orientation of the fibers, indicate that for a typical 
ventricular contraction, fibers at the endocardium contract 
about 16%; at one fourth the wall thickness (measured from 
the endocardium), about 23%; at midvail, about 17%; and at 
the epicardium, 8%. The contraction at midwall is about 
intermediate to the other values. 
A manual analysis indicated that the overall effect of 
using a thin-walled shell at midwall was to overestimate 
pressure for the major portion of the volume range of the 
heart and to underestimate pressure at very low volumes. At 
very small volumes the subepicardial myocardium continues to 
contract, but the subendocardial fibers and the midwall 
fibers are too short to contract; the model would indicate no 
pressure in this case when some pressure is present. 
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The Aortic and Mitral Valves 
Models of the mitral valve and aortic valves were 
developed primarily from morphological features. Both models 
are considered passive even though the mitral valve is 
tethered active papillary muscle. Their flaccid nature 
suggests that they may permit some backflow before closing 
firmly. The flaccidity of the mitral valve probably includes 
the elastance of the tethering. For the aortic valve it 
probably reflects the elastance of the valve leaves. Because 
of the backflow permitted and because biological elastance is 
typically exponential, the valves are modeled as volume 
capacitances with exponential volume-pressure relationships. 
Estimates of the numerical values characterizing the 
capacitances were obtained from scaled geometric sketches and 
to a lesser extent, from rough calculations made from 
graphical data and echograms appearing in the literature. 
The values obtained varied considerably: for example, aortic 
backflow estimates ranged from 0.2 to 8 ml. 
Other elastance which may occur in the ventricle is 
considered to be lumped in with that of the mitral valve. 
The pressure of the left atria is ignored because the 
model for the valve is only an approximation and the 
inclusion of the atrial pressure would add little. 
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The Aorta amd Peripheral Besistaace 
The time coarse of ventricular mechanics are highly 
dependent on the characteristics of the systemic arterial 
load. Several models of the arterial system were considered, 
but the lumped-parameter model shown in Figure 9 was selected 
because it was the simplest analog which gave results 
consistent with observed physiologic data. The numerical 
values of the components were obtained by simple estimation. 
Resistances. A typical stroke volume of 75 ml at a 
heart rate of 72 BPH corresponds to a mean flow of about 90 
ml/sec. The average pressure drop, from the distal arteries 
to the right atrium, is about 95 mmHg. Peripheral resistance 
(BP) is thus about 1.06 mmHg/ml. Peripheral resistance 
increases at pressures below about 60 mmHg because the vessel 
radii at low pressures are smaller. This effect has not been 
incorporated into the model. If the model is to be used to 
simulate hypotensive cases, this increase in peripheral 
resistance should be appropriately included. This will 
require recomputing the aortic response equations, including 
all constants, for each time increment. Resistance to blood 
flow in the aorta is very small. It is arbitrarily estimated 
at 0.03 mmHg/ml/sec. 
Capacitances. During systole, about 75 ml of blood is 
injected into the aorta while about 20 ml drains ont through 
the peripheral resistance. The net increase of 55 ml results 
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in a pressure increase of about HO mmHg. Thus the total 
capacitance (CB *• C) is about 1.4 ml/mmHg. The capacitance 
of the root of the aorta (CB) is arbitrarily set at about 0.3 
of the total capacitance. 
Inertance. The mass of blood in the aorta exhibits 
inertia. One unit of inertance is defined in this 
dissertation as that inertial resistance developed at a 
pressure of 1 mmHg while the fluid is being accelerated at 1 
ml/sec**2. Estimates of flow acceleration were made by 
scaling up experimental data from animals (27) , and by 
dividing peak flow by the time-to-peak-flow as estimated from 
graphic recordings (30). Values ranged from 2800 to 10,000 
ml/sec**2. The pressure difference driving the acceleration 
was initally estimated to be 10 to 30 mmHg, suggesting an 
inertance of about 0.00 3 mmHg/ml/sec**2. Simple mathematical 
estimates, based on the physical dimensions of the aorta and 
adjusted to account for volume lost radially due to the 
elastic expansion of the aorta, varied considerably depending 
upon the method of estimation and ranged from 0.0005 to 0.010 
mmHg/ml/sec**2. In retrospect, simulation examples, such as 
are shown in Figure 11, employing an inertance of 0.001 
mmHg/ml/sec**2 produced results which are more consistent 
with physiologic data. The computed pressure difference 
across the inertial element was not as large as that 
estimated from experimental data. 
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Models consisting of multiple sections of resistive, 
capacitive, and inertive components also were considered for 
development. Analytic solutions for even a few sections were 
difficult to obtain because the number of roots to the 
equations increases by two with each added section. The 
roots are noa-zero and extraction by formula is not possible 
above the fourth order. 
Multiple section models were computed by incrementally 
treating each component. With this method, short time 
increments (0.0001 sec) were necessary to reduce 
computational lag from the heart to the periphery. These 
computer programs required complex decision logic to 
repetitively test that computed incremental flow volumes did 
not exceed certain theoretical limits defined by the 
equilibrium conditions. These computer simulations produced 
functional results but were discontinued because of their 
complexity and high computation costs. 
The model in Appendix F for the analog in Figure 9 
represents a simple compromise between the analytic and 
incremental methods. The model is divided into two 
overlapping segments; each segment is treated analytically 
and then the two segments are related together incrementally. 
An analytic solution to a differential equation describing 
the aortic valve and root capacitances is used to compute the 
transfer of blood between the heart and the aortic root. A 
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second analytic solution to the equations describing the flow 
and pressure responses in the main portion of the aorta and 
the peripheral resistance is used to compute blood flow 
between the aortic root and the remainder of the arterial 
system. This solution was developed by assuming that 
pressure in the aortic root capacitance remains constant over 
very short time increments. The two analytic solutions are 
incrementally linked because both solutions incrementally 
fill or empty the aortic root capacitance, incrementally 
changing the pressure in the root. For example, consider 
ejection; during each time increment the first solution is 
used to compute the volume flow into the aortic root 
capacitance. The second solution is used to compute the flow 
volumes out of the aortic root capacitance. At the end of 
each time increment the pressure in the root is determined 
according to the difference between flow volumes into and out 
of the root. 
This compromise method is attractive by virtue of its 
simplicity, however, some accuracy is lost. This method has 
two sources of inaccuracy: first, flow between the aortic 
valve and the main aorta is not continuous; and second, 
pressure in the aortic root is not constant throughout the 
time increment in the arterial model because the root and 
main aortic capacitances are of comparable sizes. The 
purpose of the aortic valve and aorta model is to serve as a 
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reasonable load for the model left ventricle. It is not 
necessary that the valve and aortic model be an exact analog 
of these structures, but only that the model load, as viewed 
from the ventricle, be reasonable. The errors introduced by 
the computation technique are probably not significant 
compared to the errors resulting from the overall simplistic 
form of the valve and arterial models. 
The intent of the model is to demonstrate hov the left 
ventricle functions with various kinds of loads, rather than 
to determine how the ventricle functions with specific 
predetermined loads. The arterial model cannot always be set 
to simulate a specific case (an animal experiment, for 
example) but can simulate general kinds of loads in which the 
experimental case would likely be included. Thus the 
principles and general quantitative aspects of the case would 
be demonstrated. 
In experiments or clinical cases where aortic valve flow 
or left ventricular volume is known as a function of time, 
the aortic valve and arterial model may be discarded and the 
ventricular volume directly updated from recorded data known 
at each increment transition. 
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COMCLUDIHG COMMENTS 
The intent of this dissertation is to present a 
complete, functional, and practical method to demonstrate, 
study, and analyze ventricular mechanics and performance. 
Although analyses of the mechanics involved in various 
physiologic states were not specifically made in this 
dissertation, several interesting observations noted from the 
examples deserve comment. 
Few studies in the literature have taken into account 
the length of the SE while computing force-length relation 
graphs from experimental data. Some have done so 
incorrectly. The model presented in this dissertation 
provides a basis upon which SE length contributions to the 
force-length relation can be studied. 
Perhaps the most interesting observation is the highly 
significant dependence of force upon the degree of alignment 
of the myofilaments. Any factors which alter the alignment 
at any level of organization may have a pronounced effect 
upon the force capability of the myocardium. Aging, 
hypertrophy, akinetic regions, uneven distribution of 
collagen fibers, cell shape, or swelling may be factors 
affecting alignment. Studies in the literature relating 
force-length relation graphs, derived from macroscopic 
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measurements, to filament lengths have not dealt with force 
as a function of filament alignment. The observations noted 
in this dissertation should influence the manner in which 
force-length studies are interpreted. The force-length 
relation model indicates that the range of contraction of the 
myofilaments is always less than the range of contraction for 
the CE as observed macroscopically, because of the 
distribution of the filament lengths. Indeed, the shape of 
force-length curves may be due more to the alignment 
distributions than to filament overlap. Furthermore, the 
force capability of the filaments is always higher than that 
estimated by simply dividing muscle force by the 
cross-sectional filament population, as is sometimes done. 
Features of clinical importance can be studied with the 
model. There has been considerable interest in measuring the 
rate of left ventricular pressure rise, dP/dT, and using it 
as an index of contractility. The dP/dT is believed to 
correlate with the maximum velocity of shortening and to be 
relatively independent of other factors. The dP/dT is 
related to other factors such as mitral valve compliance, the 
spread of depolarization, and the rise of activation. 
Sensitivity analysis of these and other factors can help to 
characterize those conditions under which the index is most 
or least valid. 
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A Striking observation obtained from experiences with 
various aortic valve and aorta models is that the dynamic 
operation of the ventricle depends very strongly on the 
nature of the aortic load. The contour of the ventricular 
pressure pulse varies particularly with changes in the load 
reactance. This sensitivity indicates that for clinical 
studies of contractility and left ventricular function, one 
must consider the dynamic effect of the load very carefully. 
This observation indicates the difficulty one might have when 
attempting to duplicate a specific experimental case with the 
model, as opposed to dealing with it as a generalized case. 
Even a small inexactness in the aortic model could lead to an 
unsatisfactory match with the left ventricular dynamics. The 
examples studied in the preparation of this dissertation 
indicate the potential clinical importance of measuring left 
ventricular volume (or to a lesser degree, flow) as a 
function of time. This permits the the load model to be 
eliminated. The ventricular model can then be used as 
before, updating volume incrementally from real data. The 
model can also be updated with both volume and pressure and 
computed in reverse to obtain other parameters. For example, 
dynamic measurements of ventricular pressure and volume can 
be used to compute the force and lengths of the elastic 
elements. CE velocity can then be calculated from one 
increment to the next. Knowledge of the CE force and 
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velocity permits the myocardium to be studied at the 
fundamental level. 
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APPENDIX A 
List of symbols and definitions. The list is 
approximately alphabetized and is secondarily arranged to 
display associations between the symbols. 
A1-A5 Constants used in aortic response equation 
B1-B3 Constants used in aortic response equation 
AA Alpha 
BB Beta 
CI Constant of integration, aortic response equation 
C2 Constant of integration, peripheral response equation 
ACE Force offset, contractile element 
ACEO Force offset, contractile element, standardized 
BCE Velocity offset, contractile element 
BCEO Velocity offset, contractile element, standardized 
C Capacitance, main portion of aorta 
CR Capacitance, root of aorta 
0 Dynamic range fraction, myofilament set, LLC to LLM 
DPE Dynamic range fraction, parallel element, LPEO to LH 
F Force 
FM Force, maximal 
FPE Force, parallel element 
FPEH Force, parallel element, at length-at-maximal-force 
FSEH Force, series element, at maximal CE force 
FCE Force, contractile element 
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FCEH Force, contractile element, maximal 
FCES Force, contractile element, static 
FSE Force, series element 
FPEU Force, parallel element, of unreleased unit 
FPEB Force, parallel element, of released unit 
I Increment count 
lAV Flow, aortic valve 
10 Flow, initial aortic, at beginning of each increment 
II Flow, aortic 
12 Flow, peripheral 
K1 Constant, activation equation, amplitude scale factor 
K2 Constant, activation equation, time scale factor 
K5 Constant, series element, amplitude scale factor 
K6 Constant, series element, curvature scale factor 
K7 Constant, parallel element, amplitude scale factor 
K8 Constant, parallel element, curvature scale factor 
K9 Constant, mitral valve, amplitude scale factor 
KIO Constant, mitral valve, exponential scale factor 
K11 Constant, aortic valve, amplitude scale factor 
K12 Constant, aortic valve, exponential scale factor 
KSEEM Constant, series element elongation, fraction of LH at 
maximal active force 
KS Constant, shell volume per unit fiber length 
KP Constant, ventricular pressure per unit fiber force 
LI Inertance, of mass of blood in aorta 
L Length, whole muscle strip 
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LC Length, whole muscle, fully contracted at no load 
LM Length, whole muscle, at maximal force 
LPEO Length, parallel element, unstretched 
LPEU Length, parallel element, of unreleased unit 
LPEfi Length, parallel element, of released unit 
LL Length, myofilament set 
LLM Length, myofilament set, at maximal force 
LLC Length, myofilament set, contracted, at zero load 
LLE Length, myofilament set, extended, at zero force 
LCE Length, contractile element 
LCEM Length, contractile element, at maximal force 
LCEC Length, contractile element, contracted, 
half of the filaments at no load 
LCEE Length, contractile element, extended, 
half of the filaments at no load 
LSEE Length, series element elongation 
LSEEM Length, series element elongation, at maximal force 
PHI Phi, phase shift in aortic response equation 
P Pressure, left ventricle 
PM Pressure, left ventricle, at maximal active force 
PAVC Pressure, aortic valve capacitive component 
PA Pressure, arch of aorta 
PC Pressure, main aorta 
BAY Resistance, aortic valve 
BA Resistance, main aortic flow 
RP Resistance, peripheral 
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S Relative fraction activated, whole muscle 
SA Relative activation, whole muscle 
SD Relative deactivation, whole muscle 
se Relative fraction activated, cellular level 
SCA Relative activation, cellular level 
SCD Relative deactivation, cellular level 
SCAD Delayed function, SCA 
SCDD Delayed function, SCD 
SPA Scale factor, activation 
SFD Scale factor, deactivation 
SFL Force-length relation 
SFLP Force-length relation, peak 
SFLN Force-length relation, normalized 
TCA Time constant, cellular activation 
TCD Time constant, cellular deactivation. first 
TCD1 Time constant, cellular deactivation. second 
TI Time, increment duration 
T1 Time, end of depolarization 
T2 Time, onset of repolarization 
T3 Time, end of repolarization 
OCE Velocity, contractile element 
V Volume, left ventricular chamber 
VS Volume, shell 
VSM Volume, shell, at length-at-maximal-force 
VH Volume, wall muscle inside shell volume 
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vnv Volume, mitral valve 
VAV Volume, aortic valve 
VIAV Volume, of aortic valve flov per increment 
VII Volume, of main aortic blood flov per increment 
VI2 Volume, of peripheral blood flov per increment 
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APPENDIX B 
FORTRAN program illustrating computation of the fraction of 
sites activated within a cell and within the muscle as a 
whole. 
C ACTIVATION 
C INITIALIZE PEOGBAH 
REAL K1,K2 
DIMENSION GT (525) ,GSC(525) ,GS (525) 
DIMENSION X(20),Y(2) ,GXP0L(4) ,GYP0L(4) 
C INITIAL DATA AND COMPUTATIONS 
DATA SA,SCA,SCAD,SD,SCD,SCDD/3*0.0,3*1.0/ 
TI=0.001 
T1=0.060 
T2=0.220 
T3=0.320 
TCA=0.050 
TCD=0.300 
TCD1 = 0. 100 
SFA=T1/TI 
SFO= (T3-T2)/TI 
K1=1.188226/TCA 
K2=6.925491/TCA 
WRITE (6,20) SFA,SFD,K1,K2 
20 FORMAT (» ',4F12.7) 
C 
1=0 
T=0. 0 
C COMPUTE ACTIVATION AND DEACTIVATION PONCTIONS 
10 1=1+1 
SCA=1.0-
C 0.353553* (EXP (-K1*T)/0.292893-EXP (-K2»T)/I-707107) 
IF (T.GT.T1) 
C SCAD=1.0-0. 353553* (EXP(-K1*(T-T1) )/0.292893 
C -EXP(-K2* (T-T1) )/1.707107) 
SA=SA+ (SCA-SCAD) /SPA 
IF (T-GE.T2) 
C SCD=EXP (- (T-T2-TCD+TCD*EXP (-(T-T2) /TCD) ) /TCD1) 
IF (T.GT-T3) 
C SCDD=EXP(-(T-T3-TCD+TCD*EXP (- (T-T3)/TCD) )/TCD 1) 
SD=SD+ (SCC-SCDD) /SFD 
SC=SCA*SCD 
S=SA*SD 
GT(I) =T 
GSC(I)=SC 
GS (I) =S 
WRITE (6,100) I,T,SCA,SCAD,SA,SCD,SCDD,SD,SC,S 
100 FORMAT (» »,ia,9F10.5) 
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IP (I.LT.525) GO TO 10 
C 
C BEGIN GRAPH BOUTINES 
CALL GRAPH (1,GT (75),GSC (75),1,104,3.5,2.5,0.15,0.0,0.5,0.0, 
C • TIME (SEC) •,* FRACTION », 
C • FRACTION ACTIVATED',' CELL •) 
CALL GRAPHS (1 ,GT (75) , GS (75) , 
C 10,104,' MUSCLE ') 
CALL GRAPHS (I,GT (1) ,GSC (1 ) ,0,4, ' ; ' ) 
CALL GRAPHS (I,GT (1) ,GS(1) ,0,4, ' ; •) 
DATA X/2*0.05,2*0.10,2*0.15,2*0.20,2*0.25, 
C 2*0.30,2*0.35,2*0.40,2*0.45,2*0.50/ 
DATA Y/1*-0.02,1*0.00/ 
CALL GRAPHS (2,X ( 1) ,Y ( 1) ,0,4, • ; • ) 
CALL GRAPHS (2,X (3) , Y ( 1) ,0, 4, ' ; ' ) 
CALL GRAPHS (2,X (7) , Y ( 1) ,0,4, • ; ' ) 
CALL GRAPHS (2,X (9) ,Y (1) ,0,4, • ; • ) 
CALL GRAPHS (2,X ( 13) , Y (1) , 0, 4, ' ;') 
CALL GRAPHS (2,X (15) ,y (1) ,0,4, ' ;') 
CALL GRAPHS (2,X (19) ,Y (1) , 0,4, • ; •) 
DATA GYPOL/0.0,0.1,0.1,0.0/ 
GXPOL (1)=0.0 
GXPOL (2) =T1 
GXPOL (3) =T2 
GXPOL (4) =T3 
CALL GRAPHS (4,GXPOL (1),GypOL(1) ,0,4,•;') 
C 
STOP 
END 
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APPENDIX C 
FORTRAN program illustrating computation of the force-length 
relation. 
C FORCE-LENGTH RELATION 
C INITIALIZE PROGRAM 
REAL LCE,LCEM,LCEMD 
DIMENSION LCEMD(5),Y(5) ,GLCE(150) ,GSFL(150) , 
C GXX(15) ,GYY(3) ,XTICK (25) , YTICK (3) 
D— 0. 2 0 
SIGMA=0.075 
WRITE (6,20) D,SIGMA 
20 FORMAT (• ',3F12.7) 
LCEM=1.0 
C COMPOTE THE LOCATIONS OF THE PEAKS OF THE RELATIONS 
DO 41 K=1,5 
LCEMD (K) =LCEM+LCEM* (K-3) •SIGMA 
41 CONTINUE 
C 
C SET AND BEGIN ITERATION 
1=0 
LCE=0.68 
10 1=1+1 
DO 42 K=1,5 
IF (LCE. LE.LCEMD (K) ) 
C Y(K)=LCEM-(LCEMD(K)-LCE)/(D»LCEHD(K) ) 
IF (LCE.GT.LCEMD (K) ) 
C y (K) =LCEM- (LCE-LCEMD (K) ) / (D*LCE/ID (K) ) 
IF (Y(K).LT.O.O) Y(K)=0.0 
42 CONTINUE 
SFL=0.0001*Y (1) + 0-0001»Y(2) +0. 0002*Y(3) +0.0005»Y (4) + 
C 0.0009»Y(5) +0.0016*Y(6) +0. 0027»Y (7) •0-0045»Y (8) • 
C 0.0071» Y (9) +0.0108»Y(10) +0-0158»Y (11) +0. 0222»Y (12) + 
C 0.0299*Y(13)+0.0388*Y (14) +0.0484»y (15)+0.0579»Y ( 16) • 
C 0.0666*Y(17) +0.0737»Y (18) +0.0782»Y (19)+0.0798»Y (20) 
SFL=SFL+0.0782»Y(21) •0.0737»Y (22) •0-0666»Y (23) + 
C 0.0579*Y(24) +0. 0484»Y (25) +0. 0388»Y (26)+0. 0299»Y (27) + 
C 0-0222»Y(28) •0.0158»Y (29) +0. 0108»Y (30) + 0. 0071»Y (31) • 
C 0.0045»Y(32) +0.0027»Y(33) +0. 0016»Y (34)+0-00Q9»Y (35) + 
C 0.0005»Y (36) +0.0002*Y (37) +0.0001»! (38)+0. OOOI^Y (39) 
GLCE (I)=LCE 
GSFL(I) =SFL 
WRITE (6,20) LCE,SPL 
LCE=LCE+0.005 
IF (LCE.LT. 1.38) GO TO 10 
C 
C BEGIN GRAPH ROUTINES 
GXX(1) = (1.0-2»SIGMA)»(1.0-D) 
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GXX(2) = (1.0-2*SIGMA) 
GXX(3) = (1.0^2$SIGMA)*(1.0 + D) 
GXX(4)=(1.0-SIGMA)*(1.0-D) 
GXX(5)=(1.0-SIGHA) 
GXX (6 ) = (1.0-SIGH A) • ( 1. 0+D) 
GXX(7)=1.00* (1.0-D) 
GXX(8)=1.00 
GXX(9)=1.00» (1.0+D) 
GXX(10)= (1.0+SIGMA) » (1.0-D) 
GXX(11)= (1.0+SIGHA) 
GXX(12) = (1.0+SIGMA)* (1.0+D) 
GXX(13)=(1.0+2*SIGMA) * (1.0-D) 
GXX(14)= (1.0 + 2*SIGMA) 
GXX(15) = (1.0 + 2*SIGNA)* (1.0 + D) 
DATA GYY/1*0.0,1*1.0,1*0.0/ 
C GRAPH SINGLE FORCE-LENGTH RELATION 
CALL GRAPH (3, GXX (7) ,GYY (1) , 
C 0,4,3.5,2.5,O.U,0.0,0.5,0.0, 
C • CE LENGTH RELATIVE FORCE', 
C • SINGLE RELATION ',';') 
DATA XTICK/2*0.1,2*0.2,2»0.3,2*0.5,2*0.6,2*0.7, 
C 2*0.9,3*1.0,2*1.1,2*1.2,2*1.3,2*1.4/ 
DATA YTICK/1*-0.02,1*0.0,1*0.05/ 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK ( 1),YTICK(1),0,4,• 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK (3) , YTICK ( 1) , 0, 4, • 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK (5),YTICK(1) ,0,4,• 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK (7) , YTICK ( 1) ,0, 4, • 
CALL GRAPHS (2 ,XTICK (9) , YTICK ( 1) ,0,4, • 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK (11) , YTICK (1 ) , 0, 4, 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK (13) , YTICK ( 1) , 0, 4, 
CALL GRAPHS (3 ,XTICK (1 5) , YTICK (1 ) ,0,4, 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK ( 18) , YTICK ( 1) , 0, 4, 
CALL GRAPHS (2 ,XTICK (20) , YTICK (1 ) ,0,4, 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK (22) , YTICK (1 ) , 0,4, 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK (24) , YTICK ( 1) , 0, 4, • ; •) 
C GRAPH INTEGRATED FORCE-LENGTH RELATION 
CALL GRAPH (I, GLCE ( 1) , GSFL ( 1) , 
C 0,4,3.5,2.66,0.4,0.0,0.5,0.0, 
C • CE LENGTH RELATIVE FORCE' 
C ' INTEGRATED RELATION',';') 
CALL GRAPHS (3,GXX (1) , GYY (1) , 
A B C D E ') 
(3,GXX(4) ,GYY(1) ,0,4,';') 
CALL GRAPHS (3,GXX (7) , GYY ( 1) ,0, 4 , ' ; ' ) 
CALL GRAPHS (3 ,GXX (10) ,GYY (1) ,0, 4, ' ;') 
CALL GRAPHS (3,GXX (13) ,GYY (1) , 0, 4, ' ; ' ) 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK(1),YTICK(1),0,4,• 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK(3),YTICK(1) ,0,4,' 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK(5),YTICK(1),0,4,' 
CALL GRAPHS (2 ,XTICK (7) , YTICK ( 1) ,0,4, • ; ' ) 
:') 
;•) 
;M 
:') 
:') 
':') 
':') 
C 0,104,' 
CALL GRAPHS 
•) 
•) 
M 
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CALL GRAPHS (2 ,XTICK(9) , YTICK(I) , 0,4,' 
CALL GRAPHS (2 ,XTICK(11) ,YTICK(1) ,0,4, « • 1 • 
CALL GRAPHS (2 ,XTICK(13) ,YTICK(1) , 0, 4, f. t $ 
CALL GRAPHS (3 ,XTICK(15; ,YTICK(1) ,0,4, • • ff f 
CALL GRAPHS (2 ,XTICK(18) ,YTICK(1) #0,4, 1*1 f 
CALL GRAPHS (2 ,XTICK(20) ,YTICK(1) » 0, 4, 1 « • * 
CALL GRAPHS (2 ,XTICK(22) ,YTICK(1) *0,4, 1 • • f 
CALL GRAPHS (2 ,XTICK(24) ,YTICK(1) » 0,4, • • f t 
STOP 
END 
C 
C 
C IF (LCEH. LE-LCEHD (K)) Y (K) =LCE«-(LCEHD (K)-LCEH)/D 
C IF (LCEH.GT-LCEHD(K)) Y (K) =LCEH-(LCEH-LCEHD (K) )/D 
C IF (LCE.L£.LC£HD(K) ) Y (K) =LCEH-(LCEHD (K)-LCE)/D 
C IF (LCE-GT.LCEHD (K) ) Y (K) =LCEH-(LCE-LCEHD (K) )/D 
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APPENDIX D 
FORTRAN program illustrating computation of the parallel 
element force. 
C PARALLEL ELEMENT 
C INITIALIZE PROGRAM 
REAL L,LM,LPE,LPE0,K7,K8 
DIMENSION GL (250) ,GFPE (250) 
DIMENSION XTICK(25) ,YTICK(3) 
C INITAL DATA AND COMPUTATION FOB PARALLEL ELEMENT 
LM=1.0 
FPEM=0.20 
DPE=0.2 
LPEO=LM-DPE»LH 
K8=14_0 
K7=FPEM/ (EXP(K8*DPE*LM)-1.0) 
WRITE (6,20) K7,K8 
20 FORMAT (• *,2F16.7) 
C 
1=0 
L=0. 5 
10 1=1+1 
C COMPOTE FORCE OF PARALLEL ELEMENT 
IF (L.LE.LPEO) FPE=0.0 
IF (L.GT.LPEO) FPE=K7*(EXP(K8*(L-LPEO))-1_0) 
WRITE (6,100) I,L,FPE 
100 FORMAT (• •,IU,2F12.7) 
GL (I)=L 
GFPE(I) =FPE 
L=L+0.004 
IF (FPE.LE.1.25) GO TO 10 
C 
C BEGIN GRAPH ROUTINE 
CALL GRAPH (I, GL ( 1) , GFPE ( 1) , 
C 0,4,3.5,2.5,0.4,0.0,0.5,0.0, 
C • UNIT LENGTH •,* RELATIVE FORCE', 
C 'PE FORCE ',';*) 
DATA XTICK/2*0.1,2*0.2,2*0.3,2*0.5,2*0.6,2*0.7, 
C 2*0.9,3*1.0,2*1.1,2*1.2,2*1.3,2*1.4/ 
DATA YTICK/1*-0. 02,1*0.0,1*0.05/ 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK (1) , YTICK ( 1) ,0, 4, • ; • ) 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK(3),YTICK(1) ,0,4,•;•) 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK(5),YTICK(1),0,4,•;•) 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK (7) , YTICK ( 1) , 0, 4, • ; • ) 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK(9),YTICK(1) ,0,4,•;•) 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK (11) , YTICK (1) ,0,4, •; •) 
CALL GRAPHS (2 ,XTICK (13) , YTICK ( 1) ,0, 4, • ; •) 
CALL GRAPHS (3,XTICK (15) , YTICK (1 ) ,0,4, • ; • ) 
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CALL GBAPHS 
CALL GRAPHS 
CALL GRAPHS 
CALL GBAPHS 
C 
STOP 
END 
(2,XTICK (18) , YTICK (1),0,4, 
(2,XTICK(20) ,YTICK(1),0,4, 
(2,XTICK(22) ,YTICK(1),0,4,';*) 
(2,XTICK(24) ,YTICK(1),0,4,*;*) 
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APPENDIX E 
FOBTBAN program illustrating simulation of contraction of a 
linear strip of cardiac muscle. 
C LINEAB STRIP 
C INITIALIZE PROGBAM 
BEAL K1,K2,K3,K4,K5,K6,K7,K8,KSEEM 
REAL L,LO,LH,LCE,LCEC,LCEM,LCEMD,LCEE,LSEE,LSEEM,LPEO, 
C LPEU,LPER 
DIMENSION GT (525) ,6S (525) ,GFC£ (525) ,GOC£ (525) , 
C GSFLN (525),LCEMD(39) ,Y(39) ,GXP0L(4) ,GYP0L(4) , 
C XTICK(20) ,YTICK(2) 
C INITIAL COHPUTAIONS OF TIMING, ACTIVATION AND DEACTIVATION 
DATA SA,SCA,SCAD,SO,SCD,SCDD/3*0.0,3*1.0/ 
TI =0.001 
T1=0.020 
T2=0.220 
T3=0.320 
TCA=0.050 
TCD=0.300 
TCD1=0.100 
K1=1.188226/TCA 
K2=6.925491/TCA 
SFA=T1/TI 
SFD=(T3-T2)/TI 
C INITIAL COMPUTATIONS FOR CONTRACTILE 
C AND SERIES ELEMENT LENGTHS 
L=0.97 
LN=1.0 
FCEM=1.0 
KS EEM=0.06 
K6=30.0 
LCE=L 
LSEEM=KSEEM*LM 
LCEM=LH-LSEEM 
K5=FCEM/(EXP(K6»LSEEB)-1.0) 
WRITE (6,20) LSEEM,K5 
C INITIAL COMPUTATIONS FOR FORCE-LENGTH RELATION 
D=0.20 
SIGMA=0.075 
DO 41 K=1,39 
LCEMD (K) =LCEH+LCEM* (K-20) *SIGMA*0.2 
IF (LCEM. LE. LCEMD (K) ) 
C Y (K)=LCEM-(LCEMD(K) -LCEM) / (D»LCEMD (K) ) 
IF (LCEM. GT. LCEMD (K) ) 
C Y (K) =LCEM- (LCEM-LCEMD (K) )/(D*LCEMD (K) ) 
IF (Y (K).LT. 0.0) Y(K)=0.0 
41 CONTINUE 
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SFL=0.0001»Y (1) + 0-0001»Y(2) *0.0002*Y(3)*0.0005*Y(4)* 
C 0.0009»y (5) +0.0016*Y (6) *0.0027»! (7) +0.0045$Y (8) • 
C 0.0071»Y(9) •0.0108»Y(10) •0.0158»Y (11) •0.0222»Y(12) * 
C 0.0299»Y (13) +0.0388»Y (14) +0.0484»Y(15) *0-0579»Y( 16) • 
C 0.0666»Y(17) +0.0737*Y (18) *0.0782»Y(19) *0.0798»Y(20) 
SPL=SFL*0.0782»Y (21) +0.0737»Y (22) •0.0666»Y (23) * 
C 0.0579»Y(24)+0.0484»Y(25)+0.0388»Y(26)+0.0299»Y(27) • 
C 0,0222»Y(28) +0.0158»Y(29) +0.0108»Y(30)+0.0071*Y(31) • 
C 0.0045»Y (32) *0. 0027»Y (33) *0. 0016»Y (34) •0.0009»Y (35) + 
C 0.0005»Y (36) *0. 0002»Y (37) *0. 0001»Y (38) *0. 0001»Y (39) 
SFLP=SFL 
WRITE (6,20) LCEM,D,SIGMA,SFLP 
C INITIAL COMPUTATIONS FOR FORCE-VELOCITY RELATION 
ACE0=0.25 
BCEO=1.0 
BCE=BCEO»LCEM 
WRITE (6,20) BCE 
C INITIAL COMPUTATIONS FOR PARALLEL ELEMENT 
FPEM=0.2 
DPE=0.2 
K8=14.0 
LPEO=LM-DPE»LM 
K7=FPEH/ (EXP (K8»DPE*LM)-1.0) 
FPE=K7* (EXP(K8»(L-LPEO))-1.0) 
WRITE (6,20) LPE0,K7,FPE 
C 
C SET AND BEGIN ITERATION 
1=0 
T=0-0 
10 1=1+1 
C COMPOTE FORCE AT BEGINNING OF INCREMENT 
IF (SD.EQ.1.0) LPEO=L 
IF (SD.LT-1-0) 
C LPEO= (L- (1. 0-SD) » ( (1-0/K8) *ALOG (F/K7+ 1.0) +LPEO) ) /SD 
L00P=1 
50 IF (LPEO.LE.LCE) LCE=LPEU 
LS EE=LPEU-LCE 
FSE=K5»(EXP(K6»LSEE)-1.0) 
IF (LPEO.LE.LPEO) FPE=0.0 
IF (LPEO.GT.LPEO) FPE=K7»(EXP(K8»(LPEO-LPEO) )-1.0) 
F=FSE+FPE 
IF (SD.EQ.1.0) GO TO 51 
C RECOMPUTE FORCE FOR CHANGES DUE TO RELAXATION 
L00P=L00P+1 
IF (LOOP. EQ. 10) GO TO 51 
LPER= (L-LPEO»SD)/(1.0-SD) 
FPER=K7»(EXP(K8»(LPER-LPEO))-1.0) 
IF (ABS (F-FPER) .LT. 0.0001) GO TO 51 
DFPER=-K7»K8» (SD/(1.0-SD) ) »EXP (K8» (LPER-LPEO) ) 
IF (LPEO.LE.LPEO) DFPE0=0.0 
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IF (LPEU.GT.LPEO) DFPE0=K7*K8*EXP(K8* (LPEO-LPEO)) 
DFSE=K5*K6*EXP(K6*LSEE) 
LPEO=LPEO* (F-FPER)/ (DFPER-DFPEO-DFSE) 
WRITE (6,90) L,LPEO,LPER,F,FSE,FPER,DFPER,DFPEO,DFSE 
GO TO 50 
51 COMTIMOE 
C COMPOTE RELATIVE ACTIVATION AND DEACTIVATION FOB INCREMENT 
SCA=1.0-
C 0.353553* (EXP (-Kl*T)/0.292893-EXP(-K2*T)/1.707107) 
IF (T.GT.T1) 
C SCAD=1.0-0.353553* (EXP(-K1*(T-T1) )/O.292893 
C -EXP{-K2* (T-T1) )/1.707107) 
SA=SA+ (SCA-SCAD) /SFA 
IF (T.GE.T2) 
C SCD=EXP(-(T-T2-TCD+TCD*EXP(-(T-T2)/TCD) )/TCDl) 
IF (T.GT.T3) 
C SCDD=EXP (- (T-T3-TCD+TCD*EXP (- (T-T3) /TCD) ) /TCD1) 
SD=SD+ (SCD-SCDD) /SFD 
SC=SCA*SCD 
S=SA*SD 
C COMPOTE FORCE-LENGTH RELATION FOR INCREMENT 
DO 42 K=1,39 
IF (LCE.LE.LCEMD(K)) 
C Y (K) =LCEM-(LCEMD(K) -LCE) / (D*LCEHD (K) ) 
IF (LCE.GT.LCEHD(K)) 
C Y (K) =LCEM- (LCE-LCEMD (K) ) / (D*LCEHD (K) ) 
IF (Y (K).LT-O.O) Y(K)=0.0 
42 CONTINOE 
SFL=0.0001*Y (1)+0.0001*Y(2) +0.0002*Y(3) +0.0005*Y(4) + 
C 0.0009*Y (5) •0.0016*Y (6) •0- 0027*Y(7) *0.0045*! (8) • 
C 0-0071*Y(9) •0-0108*Y(10) +0.0156*Y(11) •0.0222»Y (12) • 
C 0.0299*Y (13)+0.0388*Y (14)+0.0484*Y(15)+0.0579*1(16) + 
C 0.0666*y (17) +0.0737*Y (18) +0.0782*! (19) +0.0798*! (20) 
SFl=SFL+0.0782*! (21)+0.0737*! (22) +0.0666*! (23) * 
C 0.0579*! (24) +0.0484*! (25) +0. 0388*! (26)+0. 0299*! (27) + 
C 0.0222*!(28) +0. 0158*! (29) +0.0108*! (30)+0.0071*! (31) + 
C 0.0045*! (32) +0.0027*! (33) +0.0016*!(34)+0.0009*!(35) + 
C 0.0005*Y(36) +0.0002*! (37) •0.0001*!(38)+0.0001*!(39) 
SFLN=SFL/SFLP 
C COMPOTE CE VELOCIT! AT BEGINNING OF INCREMENT 
FCES= FCEM*SA*SFLN 
IF (FCES.LE.O. 0) FCBS=0.00001 
ACE=ACEO*fCES 
FCE=FSE 
IF (FCES.GT.FCE) OCE=BCE* (FCES-FCE) / (FCE+ACE) 
IF (FCES.LB. FCE) OCE=0-0 
WRITE (6,100) I,T,S,LCE,LSEE,FSE,FPE,SFLN,FCES,OCE,F 
C STORE DATA FOB GRAPHING 
GT (I) =T 
GS (I) =S 
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GFCE(I) =FCE 
GOCE(I)=OCE 
GSFLK (I) =SFLH 
COMPOTE CONTRACTILE ELEMENT LENGTH AT ENDING OF INCREMENT 
T=T+TI 
LCE=LCE-OCE$TI 
IF (T.LT.0.524) GO TO 10 
C 
C 
20 FORMAT (• ',7F12.5) 
90 FORMAT (• ',9E14.7) 
100 FORMAT (*C',I4,10F10. 5) 
BEGIN GRAPH ROUTINE 
CALL GRAPH (1,GT (75) ,GS (75) , 
10,104,3.5,2.84,0.15,0.0,0.5,0.0, C 
C 
C 
FONCTION • , 
ACTIVE FRACT*) 
• TINE (SEC) 
• ISOMETRIC EXAMPLE',' 
GRAPHS (1,GT (75) ,6SFLN(75) , 
1,104,' F-L RELATION') 
(1,GT(100) ,GUCE(100) , 
2,104,' CE VELOCITY') 
(1,GT(100) ,GFCE(100) , 
5,104,' CE FORCE') 
GRAPHS (I,GT(1) ,GS(1) ,0,4,';•) 
GRAPHS (I,GT (1) ,GSFLN (1) ,0,4,';') 
GRAPHS ((1-1) ,GT(2) ,G0CE(2) ,0,4,';') 
GRAPHS (I,GT(1) ,GFCE(1) ,0,4,';') 
GYPOL/0.0,0.1,0.1,0.0/ 
CALL 
CALL GRAPHS 
CALL GRAPHS 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
DATA 
GXPOL (1) =0.0 
GXPOL (2) =T1 
GXPOL (3) =T2 
GXPOL (4) =T3 
CALL GRAPHS (4 ,GXPOL ( 1) ,GYPOL ( 1) , 0, 4, ' 
DATA XTICK/2*0.05,2*0.10,2*0.15,2*0.20,2*0.25, 
: 2*0.30,2*0.35,2*0.40,2*0.45,2*0.50/ 
DATA YTICK/1*-0. 02, 1*0.00/ 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK (1),YTICK (1) ,0,4,' 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK (3) ,YTICK ( 1) ,0, 4, ' 
CALL GRAPHS (2 ,XTICK (7) , YTICK ( 1) ,0,4 , • 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK(9),YTICK(1),0,4,' 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK ( 13) , YTICK ( 1) , 0, 4, 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK (1 5) , YTICK (1 ) ,0,4, 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK ( 19) , YTICK (1 ) , 0, 4, 
) 
f 
« t 
f • # 
e . # 
) 
) 
) 
) 
;•) 
') 
') 
STOP 
END 
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APPENDIX F 
FORTRAN program illustrating simulation of contraction of the 
left ventricle. Input data matching the BEAD statements is 
listed at the end. 
C VENTRICLE ANC AORTA 
C INTIALIZE PROGRAM 
REAL K1,K2,K3,K4,K5,K6,K7,K8,K9,K10,K11,K12,KSEEM,KPEM, 
C KS,KP,LI,I0,I1,I2,L,L0,LM,LCE,LCEC,LCEM,LCEMD,LCEE, 
C LSEE,LSEEM,LPEO,LPEO,LPER 
DIMENSION GT (525) ,GF (525) ,GFCE (525) ,GL (525) ,GLCE (525) , 
C GLPEU(325),GLP£R(325) ,GDCE(525) ,GP(525) ,GPA(525) , 
C GIAV (525) ,GS (525) ,GSFLN (525) ,GSFVR (525) ,GSGA (525) ,GTJ (325) 
DIMENSION LCEMD{39} ,Y(39) ,GXP0L(4) ,GZP0L(4) , 
C XTICK(20),YTICK(2),ZTICK(2) 
C 
C READ INITIAL DATA 
READ,TI,T1,T2,T3,TCA,TCD,TCD1 
READ,V,VM,V*,PM 
READ,RAV,RA,RP,LI,C,CR,IO,PC 
READ,D,K3,KSEEM,K6 
READ,ACEO,BCEO 
RZAD,KPEM,DPE,K8 
WRITE (6,20) TI,T1,T2,T3,TCA,TCD,TCD1 
WRITE (6,20) V,VM,VW,PM 
WRITE (6,20) RAV,BA,RP,LI,C,CR,IO,PC 
WRITE (6,20) D,K3,KSEEH,K6 
WRITE (6,20) ACEO,BCEO 
WRITE (6,20) KPEM,DPE,K8 
C 
C INITIAL COHPUTAIONS: TIMING, ACTIVATION AND DEACTIVATION 
DATA SA,SCA,SCAD,SD,SCD,SCDD/3*0.0,3*1.0/ 
K1=1.188226/TCA 
K2=6.925491/TCA 
SFA=T1/TI 
SFD=(T3-T2)/TI 
C 
C INITIAL COMPUTATIONS FOR VENTRICLE 
VSH=VH+VW 
VS=V+VW 
KS=VSH 
LM=(VSM/KS)••0.333333 
L= (VS/KS) **0.333333 
FCEM=1.0 
FPEM=KPEH»FCEM 
FH=FCEM+FPEM 
KP=FM/(PM*LM**2) 
WRITE (6,20) VSM,VS,KS,LM,L 
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WRITE (6,20) FPEM,FM,KP 
C 
C INITIAL COMPUTATIONS FOR CONTRACTILE AND SERIES ELEMENTS 
LCE=L 
LSEEM=KSEEH»LM 
LCEM=LM-LSEEM 
K5-FCEfl/ (EXP (K6»LSEEM)-1.0) 
WRITE (6,20) LSEEM,K5 
C 
C INITIAL COMPUTATIONS FOR FORCE-LENGTH RELATION 
SIGMA=0.075 
DO 41 K=1,39 
LCEMD (K) =LCEM+LCEM* (K-20) *SIGMA*0.2 
IF (LCEM. LE. LCEMD (K) ) 
C Y (K) =LCEM- (LCEMD (K) -LCEM) / (D*LCEHD (K) ) 
IF (LCEM.GT.LCEMD(K) ) 
C Ï (X) =LCEM- (LCEM-LCEMD (K) ) / (D»LCEMD (K) ) 
IF (Y (K) .LT.0.0) Y(K)=0.0 
41 CONTINUE 
SFL=0. 000 1»Y (1)+0.000 1»Y (2) +0. 0002*Y (3) • 0. 0005*Y(4) + 
C 0.0009»Y(5) +0.0016*Y(6) +0-0027»¥(7) +0_0045*Y(8) + 
C 0.0071*Y(9) +0.0108*Y(10)+0.0158*Y(11) +0.0222*Y(12) + 
C 0_0299*Y(13) +0.0388*Y(14) +0_0484*Y(15) +0.0579*Y(16) + 
C 0.0666»Y(17) •0.0737»Y(18) +0.0782»! (19)+0. 0798»Y (20) 
SFL=SFL+0.0782»Y (21) +0.0737»Y (22) +0.0666»Y (23) • 
C 0.0579»Y(24) + 0. 0484»Y(25) +0.0388»Y (26) + 0. 0299»Y (27) + 
C 0.0222»Y(28) +0.0158»Y (29) +0.0108»Y(30)+0.0071»Y(31) • 
C 0.0045»Y(32) +0. 0027»Y (33) +0-0016»Y(34) +0. 0009»Y (35) • 
C 0.0005»Y(36) +0. 0002»Y (37) +0.0001»Y(38) +0. 0001 »Y (39) 
SFLP=SFL 
WRITE (6,20) LCEM,D,SIGMA,SFLP 
C 
C INITIAL COMPUTATIONS FOR FORCE-VELOCITY RELATION 
BCE=BCEO»LCEH 
WRITE (6,20) ACEO,BCEO,BCE 
C 
C INITIAL COMPUTATIONS FOR PARALLEL ELEMENT 
LPEO=LM-DPE*LM 
K7=FPEM/ (EXP (K8»DPE»LM)-1.0) 
FPE=K7* (EXP(K8»(L-LPE0)) -1.0) 
P=FPE/ (KP»L»»2) 
WRITE (6,20) LPE0,K7,FPE 
C 
C INITIAL COMPUTATIONS FOR MITRAL VALVE 
VMVC=8.0 
K10=0.70 
K9=100.0/ (EXP(K10»VMVC)-1.0) 
VMVO= (1-0/K10) »ALOG (P/K9+1-0) 
WRITE (6,20) K9,KlO,VMVO 
C 
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C INITIAL COHPOTATIONS FOR AORTIC VALVE 
VAV=4.0 
Kl2=l-4 
K11=100.0/ (EXP (K12»VAV) -1.0) 
PA=PC 
PAVC=PA-P 
VAV=(1.0/K12) *ALOG (PAVC/KI 1 + 1.0) 
WRITE (6,20) K11,K12,PAVC,VAV 
C 
C INITIAL COMPUTATIONS FOR AORTIC AND PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION 
10=0. 0 
11=10 
VI 1=0.0 
AK=LI»C»RP 
A4=(LI+RP*RA*C)/AK 
A5 = (RA*RP)/AK 
AA=A4/2.0 
BB=(- (A4*A4-4.0*A5) ) **0.5/2.0 
APHI=AA/BE 
PHI=ATAN(APHI) 
AB2=AA*AA+BB*BB 
AB1=AB2**0.5 
AB3=AB2**1-5 
EMAT=EXP (-AA»TI) 
ANG1=BB*TI-PHI 
ANG2=BB*TI-(3. 14159/2.0) 
ANG3=BB*TI+PHI 
FlO=COS (ANG1)/(BB*AB1) 
PI 1=C0S(ANG2)/BB 
F12=(AB1*C0S (ANG3) ) /BB 
F1 3= (-BB*SIN (PHI) -AA*C0S (PHI) ) / (BB»AB3) 
F14=(BB*SIN (PHI) -AA*COS (PHI) ) / (BE*AB1) 
F15=TI/AB2 
F16=(BB*SIN(ANG1)-AA*C0S (ANGl) )/ (BB*AB3) 
F17= (BB*SIN(ANG2) -AA*COS (ANG2) )/ (BB»AB2) 
PI 8= (BB*SIN (ANG3) -AA*COS (ANG3) ) / (BB*AB1) 
P1C=PC 
WRITE (6,20) 10,11,VI1,AK,A4,A5,AA,BB,APHI,PHI 
WRITE (6,20) AB2,AB1,AB3,EMAT,ANG1,ANG2,ANG3 
WRITE (6,20) P10,F11,F12,F13,P14,F15,P16,F17,F18,P1C,PC 
WRITE (6, 7%) 
74 FORMAT (*1*//) 
C 
C 
C SET AND BEGIN ITERATION 
1=0 
J=0 
T=0.0 
10 1 = 1+1 
C COMPUTE VALUES AT BEGINNING OF INCREMENT 
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C COMPUTE FORCE FOR INCREMENT 
IF (SD.EQ.1-0) LPEO=L 
IF (SD.LT. 1.0) 
C LPEO=(L- (1.0-SD) •( (1-0/K8) •ALOG (F/K7+1.0) •LPEO))/SD 
LOOP=1 
50 IF (LPEU.LE.LCE) LCE=LPEU 
LSEE=LPEO-LCE 
FSE=K5*(EXP(K6*LSEE)-1.0) 
IF (LPEO.LE.LPEO) FPE=0.0 
IF (LPEO.GT.LPEO) FPE=K7» (EXP (KB» (LPEU-LPEO) )-1.0) 
F=FSE+FPE 
IF (SD.EQ. 1.0) GO TO 51 
C RECOMPUTE FORCE CHANGE DUE TO RELAXATION 
LOOP=LOOP+1 
IF (LOOP. EQ.10) GO TO 51 
LPER= (L-LPEU»SD) /(1.0-SD) 
FPER=K7» (EXP (KS* (LPER-LPEO) ) - 1-0) 
IF (ABS(F-FPER)-LT.0.0001) GO TO 52 
DFPER=-K7*K8* (SD/( 1. 0-SD) ) *EXP (K8» (LPER-LPEO) ) 
IF (LPEU.LE.LPEO) DFPEU=0.0 
IF (LPEU.GT.LPEO) DFPEU=K7*K8»EXP (K8* (LPEU-LPEO) ) 
DFSE=K5*K6»EXP(K6»LSEE) 
LPEU=LPEU+(F-FPER)/(DFPER-DFPEU-DFSE) 
WRITE (6,90) L,LPEU,LPER,F,FSE,FPER,DFPER,DFPEU,DFSE 
GO TO 50 
52 J=J+1 
51 CONTINUE 
C COMPUTE RELATIVE ACTIVATION AND DEACTIVATION FOR INCREMENT 
SCA=1.0-
C 0.353553* (EXP (-K 1*T)/O. 292893-EXP (-K2»T) /1.707107) 
IF (T.GT.T1) 
C SCAD=1. 0-0. 353553» (EXP (-K1* (T-T 1) )/O. 292893 
C -EXP (-K2* (T-T1) )/1-707107) 
SA=SA+ (SCA-SCAD) /SFA 
IF (T.GE.T2) 
C SCD=EXP (- (T-T2-TCD+TCD*EXP (- (T-T2) /TCD) ) /TCDI) 
IF (T.GT.T3) 
C SCDD=EXP (- (T-T3-TCD+TCD»EXP (- (T-T3) /TCD) ) /TCDI) 
SD=SD+ (SCD-SCDD) /SFD 
S=SA*SD 
C COMPUTE FORCE-LENGTH RELATION FOR INCREMENT 
DO 42 K=1,39 
IF (T-ÇE.LE.LCEMD (K) ) 
C Y (K) =LCE«- (LCEMD (K) -LCE) / (D»LCEHD (K) ) 
IF (LCE.GT.LCEMD(K)) 
C Y (K)=LCEM-(LCE-LCERD(K) )/(D»LCEMD (K) ) 
IF (Y (K) . LT. 0, 0) Y(K)=0.0 
42 CONTINUE 
SFL=0.0001»Y (1) *0.000 1»Y(2) +0. 0002*Y (3) • 0. 0005»Y (4) • 
C 0.0009*Y (5) +0.0016*Y(6) +0.0027*Y(7) •0.0045*Y(8) • 
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C 0.0071* Y (9) •0.0108»Y(10) *0.0158*Y (11) +0.0222*Y (12) + 
C 0.0299*Y(13) +0.0388*Y(14) +0. 0484* Y (15)+0. 0579»Y ( 16) + 
C 0.0666*Y (17) + 0.0737*Y (18) +0. 0782*Y (19) +0. 0798»Y (20) 
SFL=SPL+ 0.0782*Y(21)+0.0737»Y(22)+0.0666*Y(23)• 
C 0.0579*Y (24) +0. 0484*Y (25) •0.0388*Y (26) +0. 0299*Y (27) • 
C 0.0222»Y(28)+0.0158*Y(29) +0.0108*Y(30) •0.0071*Y(31) + 
C 0.0045*Y(32) +0. 0027*Y (33) +0.0016*Y(34)+0.0009*Y{35) + 
C 0.0005*Y (36) +0. 0002*Y (37) +0.000 1*Y (38) +0, D001»Y (39) 
SFLH=SFL/SPLP 
C COMPOTE CE VELOCITY 
FCES=FCEM*SA*SFLH 
IF (PCES.LE.0.0) FCES=0.000001 
ACE=ACEO*PCES 
PCE=PSE 
OCE=BCE* (FCES-PCE)/(FCE+ACE) 
IF (UCE.LT.0.0) UCE=0.0 
C COMPOTE NORMALIZED FORCE-VELOCITY RELATION FOR DISPLAY 
SPVR=BCE» (1.0+ACE) / (OCE+BCE) -ACE 
C 
C 
c COMPUTE VENTRICULAR PRESSURE FOR INCREMENT 
P=P/(KP*L**2) 
C COMPUTE GEOMETRIC ADVANTAGE FOR DISPLAY 
SGA=(LM**2)/(L**2) 
C COMPUTE PRESSURE IN AORTIC ROOT 
IP (VAV.GT.0.0) PAVC=K11*(EXP(K12*VAV)-1.0) 
IP (VAV.GT.0.0) CAV=1.0/(K11*K12*EXP(K12*VAV)) 
IF (VAV.GT.0.0) CAVR=(CAV*CR)/(CAV+CR) 
IP (VAV.LE.0.0) CAVR=CB 
IF (VAV.LE.0.0) PAVC=0.0 
IAV=( (P+PAVC-PA) /RAV)*EXP(-TI/(RAV*CAVR) ) 
VIAV= (P+PAVC-PA) »CAVR* (1.0-EXP(-TI/(RAV»CAVR) ) ) 
PA=PA+VIAV/CR-VI1/CR 
C PRINT DATA AT BEGINNING OF INCREMENT 
WRITE (6,100) I,T,V,S,SPLN,LCE,PCES,FCE,UCE,FPE, 
C VHV,VAV,P,PAVC,PA,PC 
C STORE DATA FOR GRAPHING 
GT (I) =T 
GFCE(I)=FCE 
GUCE(I)=UCE 
GF (I) =F 
GL (I) =L 
GLCE(I)=LCE 
IF (J.GE. 1) GLPEU(J) =LPE0 
IF (J.GE. 1) GTJ(J)=T 
IF (J.EQ.I) GLPER(J)=L 
IF (J.GT. 1) GLPER(J)=LPEH 
GP (I) =P/10.0 
GPA(I)=PA/10.0 
GIAV(I)=IAV/100.0 
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GS (I) =S 
GSFLN(l) =SP1N 
GSFVR (I)=SP?B 
GSGA(I)=SGA 
C 
C COMPOTE VALUES AT ENDING OF INCREMENT 
T=T+TI 
C COMPUTE AORTIC FLOW RATES AND FLOW VOLUMES OF INCREMENT 
A1=PA/AK 
A2=I0/(RP*C) +(PA-PC)/LI 
A3=I0 
I1=A1/AB2+EMAT*(-A1*F10+A2*F11+A3*F12) 
B1=A1 
B2=(PC*RA*C+ LI*IO)/AK 
B3=PC/BP 
I2=B1/AB2+EMAT*(-B1*F10*B2*F11+B3$F12) 
C1=A1*F13*A2/AB2-A3$P14 
VI1=A1*F15*EMAT*(-A1*F16+A2*F17+A3$F18)+C1 
C2=B1*F13+B2/AB2-B3*P14 
VI2^B1*F15+EMAT*(-B1*F16+B2*F17+B3*P18)+C2 
PC=I2*BP 
C CHECK 
P1C=P1C+ (VI1-VI2)/C 
C COMPUTE VOLUME OP AORTIC VALVE 
VAV=VAV-VIAV 
IP (VAV.LT.O.O) VAV=0.0 
C COMPUTE VOLUME OF MITRAL VALVE 
VMV=(1.0/K10) *ALOG(P/K9+1_0) 
C COMPUTE VENTRICULAR VOLUME AND FIBER LENGTH 
V=V-VI1- (VMV-VMVO) 
VS=V+VW 
L=(VS/KS)**0.333333 
C COMPUTE CONTRACTILE ELEMENT LENGTH 
LCE=LCE-UCE*TI 
C PRINT DATA AT ENDING OF INCREMENT 
WRITS (6,101) I,T,V,L,I1,C1,VIAV,VI1,I2,C2,VI2,PC,P1C, 
C LCE,LSEE,UCE 
C END OP INCREMENT; RESET INITIAL CONDITIONS 
10=11 
VMVO=VMV 
IF (T.LT. 0.524) GO TO 10 
20 FORMAT (• •,7F 12-5) 
90 FORMAT (• *,9E14.7) 
100 FORMAT (*0',I4,16F8.3) 
101 FORMAT (• •,I4,16F8.3) 
C 
C GRAPH PRINCIPAL FUNCTIONS 
CALL GRAPH (1,GT (1) ,GS (I) , 
C 0,4,3.5,3.50,0.15,0.0,0.5,0.0, 
C • TIME (SEC) FUNCTION », 
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GRAPHS 
GRAPHS 
GRAPHS 
GRAPHS 
GRAPHS 
GRAPHS 
GRAPHS 
GRAPHS 
GRAPHS 
GRAPHS 
') 
;•) 
f « t f ) 
C • PRINCIPAL FONCTIONS',';*) 
CALL GRAPHS (1 ,GT(100) ,GS (100) , 
C 10,104,* ACTIVE FRACT.•) 
CALL GRAPHS (1,GT (100) ,GSFLN (100) , 
C 1,10»,* F-L RELATION*) 
CALL GRAPHS (1,GT (100) , GSFVR (100) , 
C 2,104,* F-V RELATION*) 
CALL GRAPHS (1 ,6T(100) ,GSGA (100) , 
C 5,104,* GEOMETRIC ADVANTAGE*) 
(I,GT(1),GS(1),0,4,*;*) 
(I,GT(1),GSFLN(1),0,4,*;*) 
(I,GT(1),GSFVP(1),0,4,*;') 
(I,GT(1),GSGA(1) ,0,4,';') 
XTICK/2»0.05,2»0. 10,2*0.15,2*0.20,2*0.25,2*0.30, 
2*0.35,2*0.40,2*0.45,2*0.50/ 
ïTICK/1*-0. 02, 1*0.00/ 
GRAPHS (2,XTICK(1) ,ÏTICK(1) ,0,4,*;*) 
(2,XTICK(3) ,YTICK(1) ,0,4,*;*) 
(2,XTICK(7),YTICK(1) ,0,4,*;*) 
(2,XTICK(9) ,ITICK(1) ,0,4,* 
(2,XTICK (13) ,YTICK (1 ) , 0,4, 
(2,XTICK(15) ,YTICK(1) ,0,4, .,
(2,XTICK(19) ,YTICK(1) ,0,4,*;*) 
GRAPH FIBER FONCTIONS 
CALL GRAPH (1,GT (100) ,GFCE (100) , 
5,104,3.5,3.5,0.15,0.0,0.5,0.0, 
TIME (SEC) *,* FONCTION *, 
FIBER FONCTIONS*,* CE FORCE*) 
(1,GT(100) ,GOCE(100) , 
2,104,* CE VELOCITY*) 
(1,GT(100) ,GL(100) , 
4,104,* FIBER LENGTH*) 
(1,GTJ (260) ,GLPER (260) , 
12,104,* RELAX ONIT LENGTH*) 
(1,GTJ(260) ,GLPEU(260) , 
11,104,* ONRELAX ONIT LENGTH*) 
(1,GT(500) ,GL (500) ,4,104,*;*) 
(1,GT (400) ,GL(400) ,0,4,*;*) 
(I,GT(1),GFCE(1),0,4,*;*) 
((I-1),GT(2),G0CE(2) ,0,4,*;') 
(I,GT(1) ,GL(1) ,0,4,*;*) 
(J,GTJ(1) ,GLPER(1) ,0,4,*;*) 
((J-1) ,GTJ(2) ,GLPE0(2) ,0,4,';*) 
(2,XTICK(1) ,YTICK(1) ,0,4,*;') 
(2,XTICK(3) ,YTICK(1) ,0,4,*;*) 
(2,XTICK(7) ,YTICK(1) ,0,4,* 
(2,XTICK(9) ,YTICK(1) ,0,4,* 
(2,XTICK(13) ,YTICK(1) ,0,4, 
(2,XTICK(15) ,YTICK(1) ,0,4, 
(2,XTICK(19) ,YTICK(1) ,0,4, 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
DATA 
DATA 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
C 
c * 
C * 
CALL GRAPHS 
CALL GRAPHS 
CALL GRAPHS 
CALL GRAPHS 
CALL GRAPHS 
CALL GRAPHS 
CA LL GRAPHS 
CALL GRAPHS 
CALL GRAPHS 
CALL GRAPHS 
CALL GRAPHS 
CALL GRAPHS 
CALL GRAPHS 
CALL GRAPHS 
CALL GRAPHS 
CALL GRAPHS 
CALL GRAPHS 
CALL GRAPHS 
') . t # 
I. • 
':') 
) 
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C GRAPH HEMODYNAMICS 
CALL GRAPH (1,GT(150),GP(150), 
C 5,104,3.5,3.5,0.15,0.0,5.0,0.0, 
C ' TIME (SEC) FONCTION ', 
C «HEMODÏMANIC FUNCTION',' LV PRESS (/10)*) 
CALL GRAPHS (1 ,GT (150) ,6PA (150) , 
C 10,104,' FOOT PRESS (/10) •) 
CALL GRAPHS (1 ,GT (150) ,GIAV (150) , 
C 2,104,' VALVE FLOW (/100) ') 
CALL GRAPHS (I,GT(1) ,GP(1) ,0,4, * ;') 
CALL GRAPHS {I,GT (1) ,GPA (1) ,0,4, • ; •) 
CALL GRAPHS (I,GT ( 1) ,GIAV ( 1) , 0, 4 , ' ; ' ) 
DATA ZIICK/1*-0.2,1$0.0/ 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK (1 ) ,ZTICK ( 1) ,0,4, ' ; ' ) 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK (3) ,ZTICK(1) ,0,4, • ; •) 
CALL GRAPHS (2 ,XTICK (7) ,ZTICK (1 ) ,0,4, » ; • ) 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK (9) ,ZTICK ( 1) ,0,4, ' ; ' ) 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK(13) ,ZTICK (1 ) ,0,4, ' ;') 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK (15) ,ZTICK (1 ) , 0, 4, ' ; ' ) 
CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK (19) , ZTICK ( 1) , 0, 4, ' ;') 
DATA GZPOL/0.0,1.0,1.0,0.0/ 
GXPOL(1)=0.0 
GXP0L(2)=T1 
GXPOL(3)=T2 
GXPOL (4) =T3 
CALL GRAPHS (4,GXPOL ( 1) ,GZPOL ( 1) ,0,4, ' ; ' ) 
C GRAPH FASTER DISPLAY 
CALL GRAPH (I, GT (1) ,GP ( 1) , 0, 4, 3. 5, 2.5, 0. 5, 0.0, 5.0, 0. 0, 
C ' TIME (SEG) ',' PRESSURE », 
C ' VENTRICULAR',* PRESSURE (/10)') 
C 
STOP 
END 
SENTRY 
0.001 0.060 0.220 0.360 0.050 0.300 0.100 
150.0 250.0 100.0 400.0 
0.01 0.03 1.05 0.001 0.80 0.20 0.0 85.0 
0.20 0. 15 0.06 30.0 
0.25 1.0 
0.2 0.20 14.0 
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APPENDIX G 
FORTRAN program demonstrating the method used to 
numerically integrate the force-length relations modeling 
individual filament sets. 
C FOBCE-LENGTH RELATION, FIVE MYOFILAHENT SETS 
C INITIALIZE PROGRAM 
REAL LCE,LCEM,LCEMD 
DIMENSION LCEHD(5) ,Y(5) ,GLCE(150) ,GSFL (150) , 
C GXX(15) ,GYY(3) ,XTICK(25) ,YTICK(3) 
D=0.20 
SIGHA=0.075 
WRITE (6,20) D,SIGMA 
20 FORMAT (• ',3F12.7) 
LCEM=1.0 
C COMPUTE THE LOCATION OF THE PEAKS FOR EACH RELATION 
DO 41 K=1,5 
LCEMD (K) =LCEM+LCEM* (K-3) «SIGMA 
U1 CONTINUE 
C 
C SET AND BEGIN ITERATION 
1=0 
LCE=0.68 
10 1=1+1 
DO 1*2 K=1,5 
IF (LCE.LE.LCEHD(K) ) 
C Y (K) =LCEM- (LCEMD (K) -LCE) / (D»LCEMD (K) ) 
IF (LCE. GT.LCEMD (K)) 
C Y (K) =LCEM- (LCE-LCEMD (K) ) / (D$LCEMD (K) ) 
IF (Y(K).LT. 0.0) Y(K)=0.0 
U2 CONTINUE 
SFL=0.04*Y (1) •0.24»Y (2) +0.40*Y (3) + 0.24*Y (U) +0.04*Y (5) 
GLCE(I)=LCE 
GSPL (I)=SFL 
WRITE (6,20) LCE,SPL 
LCE=LCE+0.005 
IF (LCE.LT. 1-38) GO TO 10 
C 
C BEGIN GRAPH ROUTINES 
GXX(1)=(1.0-2$SIGMA)*(1.0-D) 
GXX(2) = (1.0-2*SIGMA) 
GXX(3) = (1.0-2*SIGMA)*(1.0 + D) 
GXX(*)=(1.0-SIGMA)$(1.0-D) 
GXX(5)=(1.0-SIGMA) 
GXX(6)=(1.0-SIGMA)$(1.0+D) 
GXI(7)=1.00* (1.0-D) 
GXX(8)=1.00 
GXX(9) = 1.00$ (1.0 + D) 
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GXX(10)= (1.0+SIGMA) $(1.0-D) 
GXX(11)= (1.0+SIGHA) 
GXX(12) = (1.0+SIGMA) » (1.0+D) 
GXX(13)=(1.0+2*SIGMA)*(1_0-D) 
GXX( 1 4) = ( 1.0+2»SIG«A) 
GXX(15)= (1.0+2*SIGMA)* (1.0+D) 
DATA GYY/1*0.0,1*1.0,1*0.0/ 
C GRAPH SINGLE FORCE-LENGTH RELATION 
CALL GBAPH (3, GXX (7) ,GYY ( 1) , 
C 0,4,3.5,2.5,0.4,0.0,0.5,0.0, 
C • CE LENGTH RELATIVE FORCE', 
C • SINGLE RELATION *,*;*) 
DATA XTICK/2*0.1,2*0.2,2*0.3,2*0.5,2*0.6,2*0.7, 
C 2*0.9,3*1.0,2*1.1,2*1.2,2*1.3,2*1.4/ 
DATA ÏTICK/1*-0. 02,1*0.0,1*0.05/ 
CALL GRAPHS (2, XTICK(I) , YTICK (1) , 0,4 . 1 
CALL GRAPHS (2, XTICK(3) , YTICK(1), 0,4 • f 
CALL GRAPHS (2, XTICK(5) , YTICK(1), 0,4 * t 
CALL GRAPHS (2, XTICK(7) , YTICK(1), 0,4 . f 
CALL GRAPHS (2, XTICK(9) , YTICK(1), 0,4 ,•  • i 
CALL GRAPHS (2, XTICK(II) ,YTICK(1) , 0, f • f 
CALL GRAPHS (2, XTICK(13) ,YTICK(1) ,0, 4, f • f  
CALL GRAPHS (3, XTICK(15) ,YTICK (1) ,0, 4, • • t  
CALL GBAPHS (2, XTICK(18) ,YTICK(1) ,0, 4, 9 .  9 
CALL GRAPHS (2, XTICK(20) ,YTICK(1) ,0, 4, t  .  # 
CALL GRAPHS (2, XTICK(22) , YTICK (1) # 0# 4, f  •  W 
CALL GRAPHS (2, XTICK(24) ,YTICK (1) ,0, 4, 9 .  f 
C GRAPH INTEGRATED FORCE-LENGTH RELATION 
CALL GRAPH (I, GLCE ( 1 ) , GSFL (1) , 
C 0,4,3.5,2.66,0.4,0.0,0.5,0.0, 
C • CE LENGTH RELATIVE FORCE», 
C • INTEGRATED RELATION',';') 
CALL 
C 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
GRAPHS (3,GIX(1),GYY(1), 
0,104,' A B C D E ') 
GRAPHS (3,GXX(4) ,GYY(1) ,0,4,';') 
GRAPHS (3,GXX(7) ,GYy(1) ,0,4,';») 
GRAPHS (3,GXX (10) ,GYY(1) ,0,4,';') 
GRAPHS (3,GXX (13) ,GYY(1) ,0,4,';') 
GRAPHS (2,XTICK(1) ,YTICK(1) ,0,4,' ;') 
GRAPHS (2,XTICK(3) ,YTICK(1) ,0,4,';') 
GRAPHS (2,XTICK(5) ,YTICK(1) ,0,4,';') 
GRAPHS (2,XTICK(7),YTICK(1) ,0,4,';') 
GRAPHS (2,XTICK(9) ,YTICK(1) ,0,4,';') 
GRAPHS (2,XTICK(11) ,YTICK (1 ) ,0,4, « ; • ) 
GRAPHS (2,XTICK(13) , YTICK (1 ) , 0, 4, ';') 
GRAPHS (3,XTICK(15) ,YTICK (1) ,0,4, '; ') 
GRAPHS (2,XTICK(18) , YTICK (1) ,0,4, ';') 
GRAPHS (2,XTICK(20) , YTICK ( 1) , 0, 4, ' ; ') 
GRAPHS (2,XTICK(22) ,YTICK (1) ,0,4,';') 
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CALL GRAPHS (2,XTICK (24) , ÏTICK (1) • ; •) 
C 
STOP 
END 
C 
C 
C IF (LCEB.LE. LCEHD (K) ) Y (K) =LCEH-(LCEHD (K)-LCEH)/D 
C IF (LCEH. GT-LCEHD (K) ) Ï (K) =LCEH-(LCEH-LCEHD (K) )/D 
C IF (LCE.LE.LCEHD (K) ) Y (K) =LCEH-(LCEHD (K)-LCE)/D 
C IF (LCE.GT.LCEHD (K) ) Y (K) =LCEH-(LCE-LCEHD (K) )/D 
